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Preface
/

This dissertation develops several algorithms for the optimal control

of nonlinear dynamical systems. The systems under consideration are

described by nonlinear differential equations and the objective is to find

a control function with or without constraint which steers the state of the

system from a manifold to another manifold so as to minimize an associated

performance index of integral type. The fundamental attitude of the

dissertation is to reduce the problem to a sequence of linear two-point

boundary-value problems (TPBVP's).

The dissertation consists of four chapters, including the introductory

one. Chapter 2 develops a time-decomposition algorithm for solving stiff

linear TPBVP's, that is, linear TPBVP's with rapidly convergent and rapidly

divergent particular solutions. The algorithm belongs to the multipoint

m
approach and succeeds in reducing the numerical error in applying the

superposition principle. The chapter that follows discusses the solution

of nonlinear optimal control problems without control constraint. The

time-decomposition algorithm is applied to the problem in combination with

linearization methods. The combined algorithm can effectively be applied
t

also to multiple-target problems, that is, problems containing disconti-
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nuities and additional boundary conditions in the intermediate points of

control duration. Chapter 4, the last chapter, deals with control-

constrained optimization problems. A direct method is modified to treat

problems with specified terminal condition. The problem is reduced to a

sequence of linear TPBVP's by introducing an artificial variable. Various

typical examples attached in each chapter illustrate several features of

the proposed algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Optimal Control Problems in Nonlinear Systems

With the advance in the field of digital computers, enormous efforts

have been expended on the development of numerical solution techniques for

optimal control problems in nonlinear systems within last two decades [1,

6, 8, 12, 17, 33, 43, 46, 66, 67, 78]. These techniques can be classified.into

two categories. The one is so called direct methods [8-11, 15, 34, 35, 46, 48,

50, 65] and the other indirect methods [4, 6, 16, 17, 41, 42, 55, 63, 73]. ,v

The direct method generates a sequence of control functions so that the

given performance index may successively be minimized or maximized. On the

other hand, the indirect method transforms the problem into a two-point

boundary-value problem (TPBVP) by applying the,minimum principle [68] or

the"variational principle [28] and the optimal control is determined by its

solution.

The optimal control problem is' formulated as follows. The differen-

tial equation which governs the dynamical system is expressed as

^

X = f(t, X, U.),

-1 -
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where x(t) is an n-rdimensional state vector and u(t) is an m-dimensional

.control vector. The objective is to find the control function u which

transfers the state x from a manifold to another manifold so as to mini-

mize the following performance index:

J =

*/

Lit. x. u)dt.

*0

In a practical sense, a-certain constraint is imposed on the control

function such as

･ g(M) ± 0 .

(1.2)

(1.3)

The functional g is often of the saturation type, that is, the set U of

the admissible control functions often takes the form of

V = {u＼|tt.<*)|<.M., te [tn, tJ, i = l,2, ...,m}. (1.4)

Such a formulation of optimal control problems requires the complete

information about the system to be controlled and this is one of reasons

why the state-space approach is less made use of than the transfer function

approach in many engineering systems [29]. However, there are many

problems to which the state-space approach can effectively be applied.

For example, to the problem in the field of aerospace engineering, the

approach is suitable by nature of the problem [46, 54, 60]. Also in other

fields, many workers have made efforts in the application of the approach

[53].

Since the direct method adjusts the control function directly at each

iteration of the calculation, it is not so difficult to take (1.3) or (1.4)

into consideration, while it is rather elaborate to adjust the control
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function so that the state may satisfy the imposed manifold condition.

The indirect method, on the contrary, can easily deal with specified

terminal point problems, though it is difficult to apply it to the control-

constrained problem except for the linear problem of small order.

This dissertation is concerned with the development of computational

schemes in view of the indirect method. In applying the indirect method

to the optimal control problems, there are at least two main difficulties

to be resolved: The one is that the derived TPBVP is often difficult to

solve because of the numerical error. The other is that it is rather

difficult or even impossible to treat problems with control constraint as

(1.4).

Generally the derived TPBVP is nonlinear. There are two approaches to

solve nonlinear TPBVP's, that is to say, the shooting method [2, 40, 64, 70,

72] and the linearization method [4, 42, 55, 63]. The shooting method

solves the given nonlinear differential equation iteratively with a

sequence of estimated initial conditions of the missing ones until the

solution satisfies the manifold condition. The method suffers from the

critical sensitivity of boundary values to any small change of initial

conditions and therefore often fails to obtain the solution to the non-

linear problem, though it has the advantage that only initial conditions

in the preceding iteration need be available for the present calculation.

On the other hand, the linearization method reduces the'nonlinear

V

TPBVP to a sequence of linear TPBVP's, whose solutions satisfy the manifold

condition and are to converge to the solution to the original nonlinear

problem. The difficulty of solving nonlinear TPBVP's by the method, which

is adopted in the text, lies in the fact that the linearized differential

-3-



equation often has a stiff structure, that is, the solution has both

rapidly convergent and rapidly divergent components [23]. The stiffness

causes serious numerical error in applying the superposition principle [42]

to the linearized TPBVP. Therefore, one must develop an efficient compu-

tational algorithm to solve such a differential equation.

Several algorithms so called multipoint approach have been proposed

for such a TPBVP [22, 47, 51, 52, 61, 62, 71]. The fundamental idea lying

in these algorithms is to divide the overall integration interval into

several subintervals, accordingly, the idea is to divide the overall TPBVP

into several sub-TPBVP's [62] or initial value problems [22, 47, 51, 71]

with shorter integration intervals, since the stiffness does not cause so

serious numerical error when the integration interval is not so long. The

solution to the original problem is obtained by adjusting the provisionally

assumed boundary values so as to make the solutions of subproblems conti-

nuous at the boundaries. In the text, a time-decomposition algorithm for a

linear TPBVP, which was first presented as a two-subinterval algorithm

[59, 61, 62], is extended to multi-subinterval one in theory as well as in

numerical experiments. The nonlinear optimal control problems, including

a problem with discontinuities and additional boundary conditions in the

intermediate points of control duration, are solved by the algorithm in

combination with the interaction-coordination algorithm [55, 63] and the

quasilinearization method.[42].

For the numerical solution of control-constrained problems, the direct

method has mainly been employed. This is chiefly because the TPBVP derived

by the minimum principle usually contains very strong nonlinearities which

result from necessary conditions for optimality and therefore is practi-

-4-



cally very difficult or even impossible to solve. The direct method,

however, becomes less effective when the terminal condition is specified.

For example, the steepest-descent method [35] suffers from poor accuracy of

the solution and the method proposed by Bryson and Denham [10] involves

additional integration procedures, including the integration of matrix

differential equation, for determining the Lagrange multipliers. Further

the solutions obtained by these methods do not satisfy the specified termi-

nal condition until the optimum is attained. Therefore, it is desirable

to develop a new algorithm which remedies the defects the both methods

have. The requirement for the new algorithm is to have the property that

the control function is easily adjusted to.satisfy the control constraint

(1.3) or (1.4) and, at the same time, to make the state of the system

satisfy the imposed manifold condition. Recently, Miele et al. have

proposed a sequential gradient-restoration algorithm which satisfies the

requirement [20, 24-26, 48,50]. The algorithm is composed of the gradient

phase and the restoration phase.. The gradient phase aims at the minimi-

zation of the values of the performance index while the restoration phase,

composed of several iterations, aims at making the solution be consistent

with all the constraint. The algorithm has a merit that each solution at

the end of the restoration phase is a feasible one. However, turning

inside out, excessive restoration phase must be carried out to obtain the

optimal solution.

In this text, another algorithm is developed which also satisfies the

above requirement [58]. The steepest-descent method is modified to treat

the problem with specified terminal condition. The basic idea is to reduce

the problem into a sequence of linear TPBVP's which contain explicitly the

-5-



the control variable term.. To this end, an artificial variable is intro-

duced in the system equation. The aritificial variable and the control

variable are corrected iteratively, using the solution to the linear TPBVP,

so as to attain the optimality.

1.2. Description of Contents

This text consists of four chapters, including the present intro-

ductory chapter.

Chapter 2 discusses the time-decomposition algorithm to solve a stiff

linear TPBVP. The algorithm was first presented as a two-subinterval

algorithm [59, 61, 62]. In the text, it is extended to multi-subinterval

one in theory as well as in numerical experiments. Moreover, an error

analysis is made through an example by comparing the algorithm with a basic

superposition principle.

In a stiff problem, since some particular solutions of the system

equation increase and others decrease rapidly as the independent variable

changes, the integration of the system equation suffers from a serious '*

numerical error. In the time-decomposition algorithm, first, the overall

interval of integration is divided into several subintervals at several

intermediate points. These points are called 'torn times.* Then, in each

subinterval, sub-TPBVP with arbitrarily chosen boundary conditions is

solved. Second, the exact boundary values which guarantee the continuity

of the solutions at the torn times are determined algebraically. Owing to

the division of the integration interval, the numerical error is effective-

ly reduced in spite of the stiffness. The effectiveness of the method is

demonstrated by solving two illustrative examples.

-6-



Though it has been pointed out so far that such a division is much

effective for stiff problems, no analysis has been made how the numerical

error is reduced by the division. It is also shown in this text how it is,

through examining an example.

In Chapter 3,.the time-decomposition algorithm is applied to nonlinear

optimal control problems. The performance index to be minimized is of a

quadratic type in state and control. No constraint is imposed on the

control function, that is, M. in (1.4) is assumed to be infinity.
is

First, we consider the system described by a nonlinear differential

equation without any discontinuity on the overall interval. The initial

time, the terminal time, and the initial conditions of the state are

specified, and the terminal conditions may be or may not be specified.

The problem is reduced to a nonlinear TPBVP by applying the minimum

principle and further reduced to a sequence of linear ones by the

interaction-coordination algorithm [55, 63] and the quasilinearization

method [4,42], Theoretically speaking, the linear TPBVP's can be solved

by the superposition principle. However, as have been mentioned, the

principle suffers from numerical errors, since the derived TPBVP*s are in

themselves more or less stiff. Especially when the interaction-

coordination algorithm is employed to solve the nonlinear TPBVP, linear

9
TPBVP's to be solved are quite stiff, since it is empirically known that

the convergence property of the algorithm is much improved by modifying the

original TPBVP's stiffer.

Two physical problems are solved by the time-decomposition algorithm

i
in combination with the linearization methods to show the effectiveness of

the combined algorithm.

-7-



Second, the multiple-target problem [30, 32, 56, 57, 74-76] is consid-

ered in the latter half of Chapter 3. The system equation contains dis-

continuities at intermediate points of the overall interval. These points

are called 'corner times.' The boundary conditions are specified at

several corner times as well as the initial and the terminal times. By

specifying provisional corner times, the problem is reduced to a nonlinear

multipoint boundary-value'problem (MPBPV) due to the minimum principle.

This nonlinear MPBVP is further reduced to a"sequence of linear ones by use

of the linearization methods mentioned above. The linear MPBVP is solved

by the time-decomposition algorithm for a discontinuous problem. The

problem is decomposed into several subinterval TPBVP's. The missing

boundary conditions of these TPBVP's are determined by using the solutions

obtained with arbitrarily chosen boundary conditions. Since, different

from the continuous case, discontinuities of variables may occur at the

corner times, it is impossible to integrate the differential equation in

series. Therefore, decomposition of the overall interval plays an

essential role to solve such a problem. After solving the nonlinear MPBVP,

The correction procedure is iterated until the optimum is attained. The

solution in each iteration satisfies the boundary conditions exactly.

To illustrate how the combined algorithm works, two linear problems

are solved and their solutios are compared with the analytical ones. An

example of nonlinear problem is also attached.

In Chapter 4, a modified direct method is developed to solve optimal

control problems in nonlinear systems where the control function is subject

to the constraint of (1.4) [58]. The basic idea of the method is to modify

-8-



a steepest-descent method, which is often adopted for such a problem, by

introducing the interaction-coordination technique in order to make

problems with the terminal manifold specified easily treatable. The

steepest-descent method generates a sequence of control functions which

successively reduce the value of the performance index. The control

function is corrected iteratively by using the solution to the adjoint

equation. The present idea is to modify the system equation by intro-

ducing an interaction variable, which acts as an additional control

fuction, to make the state satisfy the terminal condition. By the method,

the problem is reduced to a sequence of linear TPBVP's with the control

function appearing explicitly. By use of their solutions, the control

function is iteratively optimized and the interaction variable is iterative-

ly corrected so that the solution to the modified equation coincides with

that of the original equation.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,

several examples are presented, including a state- and control-constrained

problem and an on-off type problem.

･

-9-
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Chapter 2

A Time-Decomposition Algorithm for the Solution of a

Stiff Linear Two-Point Boundary-Value Problem

2.1. Introduction

In the last ten years, several researchers have been employed in the

study of numerical solutidn of stiff systems for an ordinary differential

equation(ODE) [22, 23, 38, 47, 51, 69, 71, 81]. The word 'stiff originally

means that the solution of an ODE contains both the 'much fast' and the

'much slowly1 convergent components. For example, when the system matrix

of the linear differential equation has both the large and the small

negative eigenvalues, the system is stiff. Initial value problems for such

an ODE appear in the analysis of electronic circuits [7, 13]. The diffi-

culty of solving such a problem lies in the fact that one must choose
9

integration step size small enough to follow the rapidly changing compo-

nents while the integration interval requires to be long enough in order to

solve the differential equation until the much slowly convergent components

reach to steady state. Thus, the computational time and the stability of

the integration routine become a matter of importance. For such a problem,

- 10-



many algorithms have been proposed, e.g., Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton

[27], and Gear [19].

In the text, the word 'stiff is used in an extended sense [23], that

is to say, we consider two-point boundary-value problems (TPBVP's) such as

follows:

, X X

with the boundary condition

*(*q) = *q> X(tj

(2.1)

= v (2.2)

where x and p are variables of same order. The task is to find the

missing initial conditions. Assume that the system matrix I?(t) be a

constant matrix and have both the large positive and the large negative

eigenvalues. Basically, the missing initial conditions can be determined

by the superposition principle [42], The obtained values, however, contain

some numerical errors. Since the differential equation (2.1) is unstable
'V

both forward and backward, a few numerical errors at the initial point

lead to a serious error at the end of the integration interval, whichever

direction the equation may be integrated to. Different from initial value

problems, such a difficulty-can not be overcome only by improving the

integration routine.

Two-point boundary-value problems appear in various areas of mathe-

matical physics, for example, optimal control problems [e.g., 12, 18, 67],

･ boundary-layer problems [64], phase-locked-loop design [77], and so on.

In many cases, the TPBVP has a stiff structure. For example, the TPBVP

-11 -



derived from optimal control problems of regulator type, which will be

treated in the following chapter, inevitably has both positive and negative

eigenvalues.

Several algorithms due to multipoint approach have been proposed for

such TPBVP's [22, 47, 51, 52, 61, 62, 71]. The fundamental idea lying in

these algorithms is to divide the overall integration interval into several

subintervals. Accordingly the idea is to divide the overall TPBVP into

several sub-TPBVP's [61, 62] or initial value problems [22, 47, 51, 71] with

shorter integration intervals. The intermediate points of division are

called 'torn times' in what follows. The solution to the original problem

is obtained by adjusting the provisionally given boundary values so as to

ensure the continuity of the solutions of subproblems at the torn times.

In this chapter, a time-decomposition algorithm with two subintervals

[61, 62] is extended to the one with multi-subintervals in theory as well .

as in numerical experiments. Moreover, an error analysis is made by

comparing the algorithm with the basic superposition principle in appli-

■v
cation to an example.

The time-decomposition algorithm, which belongs to the methods due to

multipoint approach, divides the overall TPBVP into sub-TPBVP's by assuming

provisional boundary values at the torn times. Then, making use of their

solutions, the boundary values are corrected by an algebraic means so as to

ensure the continuity of the solutions at the torn times. This correction

can be done by only one calculation. The solution to the overall problem

is obtained by solving sub-TPB^P's with boundary conditions thus obtained.

In the above discussion, only the linear TPBVP is dealt with by the

proposed algorithm. This may seem a serious limitation to the algorithm.

-12-



However, since nontyneccc TPBVP's can be reduced to linear ones by making

use of the well-known quasilinearization method [4, 42] or, by the

interaction-coordination algorithm [55,61, 63], the limitation of linearity

is not so serious.

Techniques similar to the present algorithm have been developed in

Refs. 22, 47, 51, and 71, which have dealt with nonlinear TPBVP's by divid-

ing the overall interval into L-subintervals. In Refs. 22 and 71, the

values of all the elements of the variable are estimated at each boundary,

and the nonlinear differential equation is solved in each subinterval with

these estimated initial values. Then, the estimated values are corrected

by the quasilinearization method so that the estimated values at the -£-th

boundary may coincide with the calculated terminal values in the (i-l)-th

subinterval. The solution does not satisfy the continuity condition until

the iteration is terminated. In Refs. 47 and 51, at the outset the non-

linear TPBVP is reduced to a sequence of linear ones by the quasilineari-

zation method. Then, the overall interval is divided into £-subintervals.
-v

All the values at each boundary are determined by the method of particular

solutions [45].

These algorithms determine all the boundary values at once, so that

they must take the inverse of an ≪(L-l)xn(L-l)-dimensional matrix when the

order of the differential equation is n.

On the other hand, our time-decomposition algorithm reduces the

problem to L-sub-TPBVP's. Therefore, in order to make the solutions

continuous at the torn times, only n(L-l)/2 elements are to be determined

at once. That is to say, the algorithm needs only to take the inverse of

V
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an {n(L-l)/2}x{n(L-l)/2}-dimensional matrix, the existence of which is also

discussed in the text.

Baumann [3] has proposed a trajectory-decomposition algorithm for a

control problem with discontinuity, which is also applicable to the problem

considered in this chapter. However, since the subinterval boundary values

are corrected by a gradient method, it often takes much computing time to

attain exact values. ,

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2.2, the

principle of superposition is briefly summarized, on which the time-

decomposition algorithm is based. Section 2.3 discusses the time-

decomposition algorithm in detail. This section includes several theorems

for the algorithm. The algorithm is summarized in Section 2.4 and is

applied to two illustrative examples with stiff structure in Section 2.5.

In Section 2.6, by examining an example, it is analyzed how the numerical

error is reduced by the proposed algorithm.

2.2. The Principle of Superposition

Let us consider the TPBVP of (2.1) and (2.2). Both x(t) and p(t)

are n-dimensional vectors, D(t) is a 2≪x2n-dimensional matrix, and h(t)

■v

is a 2n-dimensional vector function. Both D(t) and h(t) are continuous

in t. Though, for simplicity, the boundary condition is assumed to be

given as (2.2) in the following, more general case can be treated with a

slight modification of the argument.

Let $(£,tQ) be the 2nx2n-dimensional transition matrix corresponding

to the homogeneous part of (2.1) with the initial condition *(tn>£_)= J_ ,

where J_ is the 2≪x2n-dimensional identity matrix. Then the solution to

-14-



(2.6)

(2.1) subject to a set of initial conditions [x1(t ),p1(t )]' can be

written as

x(t) = *,<*, *0)*(*0) + ･,(*. *0>P<V + V*> ^0)'

pit) = $21(t, tQ)x(tQ) + *22(t, *0)p(*0) + y2(t, t0),

(2.3)

(2.4)

where $..(t, tn) is the nxw-dimensional element matrix of $(t, t_) ( i, 3 =

1. 2 ) with

and

･u(t.

s

V-

･n(t. V

v{t,t

*12

*22

V*' V t

*0

4 (*. V

(*, t)7i(t)<Zt .

Let pn be an initial approximation to the initial condition of p.

Then, from (2.3) subject to *(*≪)= ^ an<* P(*n) =Pn' tne corresponding "≪･

terminal value ar-4x(*p ^s given by

xf = w *o)iro + $
12(V *0}P0+ W V"

Similarly, let pn be the exact initial condition of p which

(2.5)

satisfies the given terminal condition x(tj = tt,. Then, from (2.3) with

x(t ) = tt and p(t )=p , we have

V

Subtracting (2

=-*ll

5) from

%

(v

(2

*o)iro

6)

+ $

gives

12(V Vpo +W V*

-15-



*12< >V<Po"Po) = V"*/- (2.7)

The result obtained above is summarized in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1.

Let x_p be the terminal value of x obtained from (2.3) with a set of

initial conditions t^A'Po^'5 where PQ is an arbitrary n-dimensional

vector. If the matrix $
17(£^≫*n)

is nonsingular, then, from (2.7), the

exact initial condition of p is given by

po = Po + iuitrto)^f-xf)- (2.8)

2.3. Time-Decomposition Algorithm

In this section, a computational technique termed a time decomposition

is proposed in order to overcome the difficulty caused by numerical errors

in applying the superposition principle [42, 57, 59, 62], The time decompo-

sition is to decompose the overall interval into several subintervals, say,

Z-subintervals. "v

%

-16-

Suppose that x(t.) be an estimated value of p at the torn time t. (

i =l, 2, ...,1-1). Then, from (2.3) and (2.4), it is seen that the solu-

tion to (2.1) in the subinterval ＼t.yt.＼ with the boundary conditions

x(t.)=x(t.) and x(t. ,,) = x(t.,.) satisfies '

X(ti+1) = *U(i+1' *>*<*£> + 4>i2(i+1'i>P<tJ> + yi(Vl' *i} ' ( 2'9 }



where 4>..(A, y) denotes $..
13 IQ

(t , t ) and p(tt) and p{t~. .) denote
Ay % %'＼'±.

values of the variable p at t. and £.,,,respectively, in the-t-th sub-

interval. For the estimated boundary condition x(t.), the continuity

condition for p at t = t., i.e. p(£.)= p(i"t"),is not always satisfied.

By calculating the difference p(tT) -p(£+), let us now determine the

exact value of X at £=£., with which both the given boundary conditions

and the continuity condition of p at t = t. axe. satisfied. If <K_(i+l, ･£)

is nonsingular, we can rewrite (2.9) as follows:

7W> = f^+l.i)[*<*i+1> - *u(i+l, OaCy - Wr V1* (2-n)

Substitution of (2.11) into (2.10) yields

u(i+l, i)7(t7) - ^1(*i+1≫*^)3 + v2(*i+i≫V * ( 2.12 )

By replacing ■£in (2.11) by i+1 and subtracting it from (2.12), we obtain

where

p(ti+i>- p**£7>- V(V + V(W + ffi*(W + 7i ･≪-2-13^

Ti = *22(i+1' ^)<))i2(i+1'i} + *i2(i+2)i+1)(f)11^+2≪i+1) ≫

^ = -f^{i+2,i+l),
I

(2.14)

7i.= - *22(i+1' Vhl≪+1> ^i^i+i' *i> + V2(ti+V V +

*-^+2,;+i)yi(*i+2,*i+1)

, (i = 0, 1, .... L-2).

-17-



Taking (2.13) and (2.14) for all i (£ = 0,1, ...,£-2) into account, we

can establish the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1.

Let p be the solution to (2.1) in the interval [£.,£･ ] with the

boundary conditions x(t.)=x(t.) and x(£.,,)=a?(*v,1) (£ = 0, 1, ..., L-l;

xit.) =irn,≪:(*,)=ir_). Let p(tt) and p(.tj,,) be the value of p at t -

t. and £= *･,,, respectively, in the i-th subinterval. Then, the follow-

ing relation holds:

P = T~X+ V . (2.15 )

where

To >uo

sl> Tl

0

>ul>

≪

SL-

0

3'
T U

SL-rTL-2

p

≫

X = [a;1{t ) , x1 (t ) x1 (t ) ]＼

v- [<Vo

(2.16)

(2.17),

+ VQ) ', V'v ..., V'L_3, {VIr_2 + ^2y ' 1f ･ ( 2.19 )

Note that V and 7 are independent of the choice of the boundary

conditions x(t.) (i =l, 2, .･., L-l ). Hence we have the following corollary.

Corollary 2.1.

Suppose T of (2.16) be nonsingular. Let X= [x1(£.),x%(t_), ...,
■ -･■ ^

x'(tT ,)]', where x(t.) is the value of the exact solution to (2.1) with
L―1 t



the boundary conditions x(tn) -irn and x(tj) = tt, at t =t. ( £- 1, 2, ...,

L-l). Then Z and X of (2.17) are related by the following algebraic

equation.

x = x - r"1?. (2.20)

Proof.

For the exact solution x(t.), obviously p is continuous in t e [tn,

t ,]. Hence,

o = r x + v. (2.21)

Subtract (2.15) from (2.21). Then the nonsingularity of T proves the

validity of (2.20).

Q.E.D.

Remark 2.1.

Corollary 2.1 means that the solution to the given TPBVP can be

obtained by solving several numbers of the subinterval TPBVP's. Hence, it

is suggested that the time-decomposition algorithm is also applicable to

the problem, having discontinuities in the system equation, which will be v

discussed in the following chapter.

Now let us consider the nonsingularity of F.

Theorem 2.2.

Suppose that <|>(X, 0) ( X = 1, 2 L ) and <f>_(X+1, X) ( X = 1, 2, ...,

L-l) be nonsingular. Then, T is nonsingular.

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we prove the following

two lemmas.

-19-



Lemma 2.2.

For arbitrary X, y, and v, the following relation holds:

2
*,-,-(*≫v)= I 6.fr(X,V)K.<V,V) (^j-1,2). (2.22)

Proof.

From the transition property of $,

■･c*x.y = ≫(*x.v*(VV

Hence, expansion of (2.23) proves (2.22).

(2.23)

Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.3.

Assert the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2. Then, the following sequence of

matrices T. is well-defined:
1r

T. = -S.
1 T,

_-l
T. V..+T.' (i = 0, 1, ...,L-2), (2.24)

where S
―1 -

40> anc* 21 . and U . are arbitrary matrices. Furthermore 2". is v

given by

Ti = *12(i+2' ^+1H12(i+2≪ 0)<(.~2(i+l,0) (2.25)

Proof. -

Clearly, it suffices to prove (2.25). We prove (2.25) inductively.

First, by the definition of ~T.in (2.14) and Lemma 2.2, we have

t
= ^(2, 1)[<(.12(2,l)≪22(l,0) +

11(2,
1)*^(1,0) ]*^(l, 0)

-20-



JV

= fl(k+3, k+2)$11(k+3, k+2) + <|>22(fc+2,0)$~*(fc+2,0)

into (2.27), we obtain

＼+l = ^fc+l + <t)22(7C+2'0)h2{k+2> 0) " *22ik+2* k+1)'[

22(fc+l,
0) + f^ik+Z, /c+l)(f.n(fe+2,?c+l)<fr12(fe+l,0)]-

f^Oc+2, 0)

= rk+1 + $22(k+2, o)^2(k+2, 0) - 422(k+2, k+Df^k+2, k+i)

(2.27)

<|>21(k+2,fc+l)*12(fcU, 0) = <j>22(fe+2,0) - $22(k+2, k+l)$22(k+l, 0) ( 2.28 )

*

-21 -

(2.29) implies that (2.25) holds for i=k+l. Thus, the proof is completed.

Q.E.D.

(2.29 )(k+2, 0).

(2, 1)*
2<2,

OH
J(1,O) (2.26)

(2.26) shows that (2.25) holds for i = 0.

Second, we show that the relation (2.25) holds for i =k+l if it holds

for i=fc. From (2.24) and (2.25),

Tk+1 " Tk+1 " ~Sk+lTk Uk

Substituting

= [<J>21(fc+2,fe+1) - 4>22(fc+-2,fc+l)*~2(fc+2,fc+D-

1]L(fet-2,
k+l)]$12(k+l, 0)<J≫-J(fe+2,0)



Now we can proceed to prove Theorem 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.2.

Let A. be the nonsingular matrix defined by
1*

A.

0

_-l
.-T. -U.

%-＼i

n

0

Multiplying T on the right by

-1 _ _

n

A.

･

* ■

(i = l

(i-1, 2, ...,£-2). (2.30)

,2, ..., L-2 ) transforms T into

0

TL-2

(2.31)

Due to Lemma 2.3, the matrix (2.31) is nonsingular. Hence, Theorem 2.2 is

proved.

Q.E.D.

T}amny>U2.2.

The nonsingularity of $,(£,, t ) is necessary and sufficient for the

existence of a unique solution to the linear TPBVP (2.1) and (2.2).

Similarly, the nonsingularity of $ (*-.,≫*･) is necessary and sufficient

for the unique existence of i-th subinterval solution. Thus, the necessary

and sufficient condition for the applicabilty of the time-decomposition

algorithm to the TPBVP is that there exists a unique solution in each sub-

interval defined by arbitrary two torn times, including initial and

-22-



terminal times.

Once the value of the transition matrix is obtained, T could be

calculated directly frota(2.16). In practice, however, the following

procedure of calculation is more efficient in reducing the numerical error:

(i) for the linear TPBVP of (2.1) and (2.2), set h(.t)=O, v =ir^=0, and

~Xequal to thev-th unit vector (v=l, 2, ...,n(L-l) ), (ii) obtain P by

solving the TPBVP with the corresponding boundary condition in each sub-

interval, (iii) let P be the v-th column of T ( v = 1, 2, ...,≪(L-1));

then, calculate T.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the time-decomposition algorithm in the case

i=2. After calculating r as mentioned above, we estimate x(t-), the

value of z at i = t., and solve sub-TPBVP for each subinterval. Then,

using the difference p(t~)-p(tt), the exact value x(t-) is determined by

(2.20) and sub-TPBVP's are again solved with boundary conditions thus

obtained. Each solution forms a part of the overall solution.

The overall computational algorithm will be summarized in the follow-

ing section.

2.4. Summary of the Algorithm

We now summarize the above discussion.

"V

Step 0-1: Set h(t) = 0, te[tQ, t.] in (2.1).

(Step 0-2: Compute (2.1) in each subinterval with the boundary conditions

x(tQ) = 0, [x1(tj ,x'(t2), ...,arf(t^) ]' = I = ev, a;(t ) = 0y (2.32)

where e is the v-th unit vector ( v = 1, 2, ..., L-l ). Then, let the

obtained difference P=[(p (*") - p(t+)) ', ( p (t~)- p~(tp) ', ..., ( p (^.j^) "

-23-



P(*t ,))']' be the v-th column of the matrix r
L―L

Step 0-3: Calculate T
-1

arbitrarily.

p(t*) to the problem (2.1) with

X
, x(0) = 1, p(tf) = 0,

P '

-24-

(2.34)

Step 1: Estimate x(t-) (i = l, 2, ...,L-1)

Step 2: Compute the subinterval solution p

the boundary conditions

x(tQ) = tt0, xiU) = xitj) (i = l, 2, ...,I-1), x(U = Ty. (2.33)

Step 3: From (2.20) obtain the exact value x(t.) at the torn time t.

(i = 1, 2, ..., L-l).

Step 4: Solve (2.1) in each subinterval [t.,t.,.] (£ = 0,1, ...,£-1) with

the boundary conditions obtained at Step 3 and #(*n) =1fn an(* x(tJ) = tt-

2.5. Illustrative Examples

To show the effectiveness of the proposed time-decomposition algorithm,

the following examples are solved by both the basic superposition principle

and the time-decomposition algorithm, and the solutions are compared with

the analytical ones. For the numerical integration of the differential v

equations, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill method is employed in double

precision arithmetic with integration step size of 0.001.

Example 2.1 [62].

Let us consider first the following two-dimensional stiff linear TPBVP:

dt[p＼ " [≪>, i_

where k and t~ are positive constants. The eigenvalues of the system

matrix are 1±k. Therefore, if k is large, the TPBVP has a stiff



structure.

To the problem of (2.34), the analytical solution can be obtained as

follows:

*(*) = -kexp[(l+K)t] +exp[(l-<)t]} - -|{exp[(l+ic)t]- exp[(l-ic)*]}.

{exp[(l+K)tJ-exp[(l-K)* ]}/{exp[(l+<)tf]+exp[(l-K)t ]}, (2.35)
J J J J

p(t) = |{expt(l+K)t]-expt(l-K)t]}-|{exp[(l-hc)t]+exp[(l-K)t]}-

{exp[(l-hc)tf]-exp[(l-K)*f]}/{exp[(l+K)t ]+exp[(l-K)*J}. (2.36)
J J J J

For comparison, the TPBVP with t≫= 5'.O and k=5.0 is solved by the

two methods. In applying the time-decomposition algorithm, the interval is

divided at t = t =2.5 into two subintervals. The results are shown in

Table 1. Table 1 shows that the time-decomposition algorithm reduces the

numerical error in the latter half of the integration interval while the

basic superposition principle (No Time Decomposition) fails to follow the

exact solution. In the following section, an analysis is made on this
･v

example.

Example 2.2 [51].

Second, let us consider the following TPBVP:

dt y c±x- a2tz + 1 '

where the constants e.

x(0) = 0, x(l) = 0.5,

and e≪ are related to each other by o. =

Then, the analytical solution of (2.37) is given by

%

x(t) = 0.5t2, y(t) = t

-25-
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2C2

(2.38 )
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The problem is solved for various values of a and o . In Table 2.2,

solutions obtained by the basic superposition principle and the time-

decomposition algorithm with two-subintervals, and also the analytical

solution are shown for o =2,000 and e = 1,000. It is seen that the

numerical error is much reduced by the time-decomposition algorithm. When

o = 1,000 and c =500, the superposition principle is effectively applied

to the problem, though the result is not listed. However, when c =2,000

and c= 1,000, the numerical error is accumulated and therefore the sol-

tion gradually becomes less accurate as the independent variable, i.e.,

time, increases. When o =3,000 and c = 1,500, even the time-

decomposition algorithm with' L (number of subintervals)= 2 suffers from the

numerical error. Table 2.3 shows the results by the algorithm with L-2

and L = 4. Four-subinterval algorithm succeeds in obtaining a satisfactory

solution. Finally, the algorithm is applied to the problem with c. =10,000

and a = 5,000, the eigenvalues of the system matrix are ±100. The problem

is successfully solved by the ten-subinterval algorithm. The result is shown

in Table 2.4 together with the result by the four-subinterval algorithm.

2.6. Error Analysis

In this section, it is examined how the numerical error is reduced by

the time-decomposition algorithm, by referring'the problem of Example 2.1.

Let us reconsider the TPBVP (2.34). The transition matrix of (2.34)

is given by

*

-27-
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Table 2.4. The solutions of Example 2.2 (a = 10 ,000 and c = 5,000 ) .

t

Time Decomposition

( L = 4, torn times = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 )

x y

Time Decomposition (L=10,

torn times = 0.1, 0.2, ...,0.9.)

x y

0.0

o.r

0.1+

0.2"

0.2+

0.25"

O.25+

0.3~

0.3+

0.4"

0.4+

0.5"

0.5+

0.6"

0.6+

0.7"

0.7+

0.75"

0.75+

0.87

0.8+

0.9"

0.9+

1.0

0.0

0.5000000104E-2

0.2000000010E-1

0.3124999974E-1

0.3125000010E-1

0.4500000010E-1

0.7999999905E-1

0.1249768380E0

0.1249999238E0

0.1800000001E0

0.2449992945E0

0.2811452852E0

0.2812506867E0

0.3200000047E0

0.4049999893E0

0.4997625140E0

0.9904520444E-8

0.9999999948E-1

0.1499999992E0

0.2499999631E0

O.2499999995EO

0.2999999995E0

0.3999998943E0

0.4976837863E0

0.5000076343E0

0.5999999966E0

0.6999294429E0

0.7396285118E0

0.7499313405E0

0.7999995368E0

0.8999989213E0

0.9762513929E0

0.0

0.5000000104E-2

0.5000000104E-2

0.2000000010E-1

0.2000000010E-1

0.3125000010E-1

0.4500000010E-1

0.4500000010E-1

0.8000000009E-1

0.8000000010E-1

0.1250000001E0

0.1250000001EO

0.1800000001EO

0.1800000001EO

0.2450000001E0

0.2450000001EO

0.2812500001E0

0.3200000000EO

0.3200000001EO

0.4050000000E0

0.4050000001EO

0.4999999999E0

0.9904520431E-8-

0.9999999948E-1

0.9999999948E-1

0.1999999994E0

0.1999999995E0

0.2499999995E0

0.2999999991E0

0.2999999995E0

0.3999999985E0

0.3999999995E0

0.4999999974E0

0.4999999995EO

0.5999999962E0

0.5999999996E0

0.6999999949E0

0.6999999996E0

0.7499999994E0

0.7999999934E0

0.7999999997E0

0.8999999916E0

0.8999999997E0

0.9999999791E0
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*(*, 0) =

X

>2

" 2

j/t.o),
i12(t, o

1(t, o), !22<t, o

)

)

{exp[(l+K).i]+exp[( 1-k)*]}, 7{exp[(l+K)t]-exp[(l-K)t]}

K{exp[(l+K)£]-exp[(l-K)t]}, {exp[(l+K)£]+exp[(l-K)t]}

(2.39 )

In the following, the quantities without numerical errors are presented with

the underline. For example, $(£,0) denotes the analytical transition

matrix while $(£,0) denotes the one obtained by a numerical procedure.

By using (2.39), the general solution can be written as

x(t) = in(t, 0)a;(0) + ±u(t, O)p(O),

P(*) " 121(*' 0)a:(0) + ^22(*' 0)P(0)*

(2.40)

(2.41)

First, we consider the numerical error in the superposition principle.

Let lp_p be the terminal value of p when (2.34) is solved with or(0)=irn

and p(0) = 1Pq. Then, by Lemma 2.1, the exact initial value ^ of p is "

given by

£0 = ^0 -i-22(V0)lp/ (2.42)

The exact value of p^. can be determined by (2.42). However, a certain

error is contained in the numerical solution procedure, such as round-off

and trancation errors. The numerical error may occur in the following

three procedures: (i) The procedure of the integration of (2.34), that is,

. so called formula error of the integration routine, (iL) the procedure of

calculating (2.42), and (iii) the procedure of taking the inverse of <J>29^

t,, 0). In this section, we assume that the numerical error is due only to
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(111).

Denote the numerically obtained transition matrix by $(£,0) and put

(2.43)

Then, the initial value ^pn obtained by the superposition principle is

＼= lP0"*22(V0)lp/

= £o- eiPf

Define E(t) by

£<*) = {[*<*) - x(t)]2 + [p(t) - £(t)]2}1/2

(2.44)

(2.45)

where x(t) and p(t) are the exact solutions and x(t) and p(t) are the

numerical solutions with the initial conditions x(0) =it and p(0) =2p-.

Then,

E2(t) = t.£12(*,0)e11p/]2 + [£22(t, 0)e11p/]2

=
r-^-2{exp[2(l+K)t]

+ exp[2(l-<)t] - 2exp(2t)} +

i{exp[2(l+K)t] + exp[2(l-K)t] + 2exp(2t)}
U{lPf

^4^-e2Uexp[2(14-K)t].

For a special case, let *p =0. Then,

. and

*

lVf -±21(V°)ir0

J k-2j.-i

lejTrJexpfU+KMy-*)].

≪

-32-
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Second, let us consider the numerical error in the time-decomposition

algorithm. We consider the case where the overall interval is divided into

two subintervals at t = t..=tJ2. We write

l2(*l≫0) =ii2(*i'?) + e2'

*22(V V = ^22(V V + £3:'

r1 s r1 + v

Now we follow the time-decomposition algorithm.

(2.48)

1) We solve (2.34) with x(0) = tt, x(t ) =x(t ) = 0 in the subinterval I:

[0,^ ], and with x(t ) = x(t ), p(t ,) = 0 in the subinterval I: [t ttA.

Subinterval I:

Let 1pn = 0, then x(t.) =^11(*i≫O^n' Let £-1be tlieinitial value with

which the solution to (2.34) is to hit x(t ) =ar(t ). Then,

Pl = %" E24l(V°)lT0

and

Subinterval H:

Similarly.

p(.t~)= £(O - £2i22(t , 0)| (tO),

£(SJ)= £W) - o

2) Next, we determine the boundary value a:(t1) of x by (2.20) of

Corollary 2.1, that is,

(2.49)

(2.50)

ac 4 x{t£ = xitj - ^[P -
^22it.v O)in(t1, O)TrQ]= x^ - 6 ( 2.51 )

%

<,
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where P_= p(K) -p(t+) and

≪- d"1 + V [- e2^22(*r 0)iii(V o)iro]+ E4^-

Substituting

p .-!2i(V o)7ro" hi{tv 0)42(V °)i11<*1.°>*0'

r"1
- 4.12<V 0>i22(V 0)42(V V

into (2.52), we obtain

(2.52)

(2.53)

≪° <■-£2lh2(tV 0)^22(V 0)122(V V + e4]l22(*l' 0)^il(ti' °> +

e4[±21(V 0) " ^22(tl' 0)42(*i' °>±u(V °)]>Tr. (2.54)

3) Finally, we solve (2.34) with rc(O)=tt ,ar(£) =rc. in the subinterval I:

[0, t_], and with x(t-) = #-,≫p(*f) = 0 in the subinterval IE: [t , t.]. The

initial estimate of the missing condition in each subinterval is set to

zero. The analytical value £ is given by

£1 = %(V °)lr0" ±12(V 0)^22(V 0)^21(V °)ir0' (2.55)

I) The calculated value pQ of p(0) with which the solution to (2.34) is

to hit x

te

is

P0 = *12(V0)[*l-4l(V°)7r0]

･

= iii2(V °>+ e2][^i - 6 - 4i(*i≫ 0)Tr0]

-34-
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where

61 = e2[i12(*l' 0)^22(V 0)121(V °>7rO+ 6] + 6i12(tl'0) * ( 2*57 }

E) Similarly,

p(*J) = ~ 22(V'frl)i21(V *l)a?l

where

= E<*J) " e3i2i(V V-l + [-*22(V *1} + £3]121(V V6

62 = e3*21(V *1)£1" [122(V V + £3]121(V *1)6

(2.58)

- e3i2i(V *i)[^n(ti' 0) " ±i2(*r 0)i22(V 0)i2i(V o)l7ro"

[A22(V*l) + e3]i21(V V6- (2.59)

Now we evaluate (2.54), (2.57), and (2.59). Since, for sufficiently v

large k and t,

*(*, 0) 2*
1

^2

the following relations are obtained:

6 ^. - e )iexp[(2a+K)t

1,

K>.

1~

K

1

] + e4{yexp[(l+K)t1]

- |exp[(l+ic)t1]2Kexp[-(l+K)t1]|expr(l+K)t1]}

-35-
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2i"g^-exp[2(14ic)t ]ir

61 = e2"^"exP^1+K>ti] 2exp[-(l+K)t j|exp[(l+K)t Jtto +

u.

4

+ 2icexp[-(l4ic)t ]}5

expKl+K)^]^
_

±

8k

e2
^-T-exptU+iOt^irQ ,

exp[2(l+K)t ]tt

(2.61)

(2.62)

*2 2: [e3|exp[(l+K)(t/ - t^KlexpEd-hc)^]- ^-exptU+K)*^] ･

2exp[-(l+K)tj|exp[(l+K)tJ} + {2exp[-(l+K) (*y - t^] + e^'

e9 1
|exp[(l+K)(t≫ - t^lg^expiad-hc)^]]^

= {2exp[-(14iO(iy - *x)] + e3

2i-g-exp[2(l+K)*1]Tr0

e2
}^|exp[(l+K)(tf + ^ItTq

(2.63)*

We define E^{t) by (2.45) for the error estimation of the time-

decomposition algorithm. Then,

I) For 0< t<_t,,x

and therefore

El (*) = [ij (t,0) +i22(t, 0)]≪2

･ 2

^^ expUU^tl^lexpUU+iO^lTr* (2.64)

ETD ^^
|e ||tt |exp[(l-hc)(t + t )] (2.65)
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I) For t 4 *=v

^<*> = Uiu(t, t)S + ± (t, t )5 ]2 + [4n(t, tx)6 +I22(t, t1)62]2}

- [

1- K-2
62-

exP[2(l-K)0fc: y].

Since, from (2.61) and.(2.63),

and

we obtain

thus,

62 +

0

66
2]exp[2(l+K)(*

- *

+ 62-2

)]

K2+l
≪S621-

(2.66 )

(2.67)

(2.68)

(2.70)

4k

2>2

K2+l

4<2

K2+l
4

K2+l

2k

|^±|e2≪p[4<l-hc)t ]

-37-

K2+l

4<2

■

{

^-^≪i-^[(≪≪)*-≪|]-o.

ETD{t) = ffe|e21TOexp[4(1"he)tlleXp[2(1"lc)(*~V1 ≫ (2.69)

*M?(t) =j!-^lE2ll7r0lexp[(:L"<)t'+ (1+3k)*1] ･

Now we examine the above mentioned result by using the result of

Example 2.1. The exact values £ and p(t+), the numerical values x. and

p(£+), and 6 and 52 ,are



£ = 0.4539992976312E-4 , £(*+) = 0.2269996488093E-3 ,

*.- 0.4539603683907E-4 , p(t+) = 0.2269801841891E-3 , (2.71)

6 = -0.389292405E-8 , 6 = 0.194646202E-7.

(2.71) shows that the relation 6 =-k<5 is nearly satisfied by the

numerical solution. Substituting (2.71) into (2.61), we obtain

e = -0.1457141E-19 (2.72)

Figure 2.2 shows the results discussed above. In the figure, the dot

represents the error norm of the solution by the superposition principle

and the cross represents the one by the time-decomposition algorithm. The

exact value of E (t) is also shown by the solid line. It is seen that

the numerical error is much reduced by the time-decomposition algorithm and

that the numerical error is analyzed effectively by the above discussion.

2.7. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the time-decomposition algorithm is proposed for the v

solution of a stiff linear TPBVP. The algorithm belongs to the multipoint

approach method. The algorithm first divides the prescribed overall

interval into several subintervals. Then, assuming the values of some of

variables at torn times, sub-TPBVP's are solved in each subinterval.

Finally, the assumed values are corrected so as to ensure the continuity

of the solutions at the torn times. It is shown that the algorithm can be

applied to the problem, so long as it has a unique solution in each sub-

interval.

The algorithm succeeds in overcoming the difficulty which the super-
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position principle encounters. That is to say, the missolution caused by

the stiffness of the given problem and/or the length of the integration

interval is much reduced by the proposed algorithm.

In the discussion of this chapter, only the linear TPBVP is dealt with.

This may seem a serious limitation of the time-decomposition algorithm.

However, since the nonlinear TPBVP can be reduced to a sequence of linear

ones by the interaction-coordination algorithm and the quasilinearization

method, the limitation is not so serious. The combined algorithm will be

used in the subsequent chapter.

In Ref. 71, Roberts and Shipman have pointed out important questions

to be resolved for the multipoint approach method: that is, (i) How many

multipoints? (iL) Where shall the multipoints be specified? (iii) How shall

the initial values at the multipoint be selected? They have suggested

that (i) the number of multipoints should be as few as possible to make

the size of matrix to be inverted as small as possible, (ii) the points

should be specified near the region of numerical instability if the problem

has round-off or instability difficulties, and (iii) the easiest way to

choose the initial trial values for the internal points is to select the

missing initial conditions at t_ and integrate forward until t ,. They

have treated the nonlinear TPBVP as it is and they must solve nonlinear

sub-problems by the shooting method. Therefore, the selection of the

multipoints and the initial conditions has significant influence on the

convergence of the algorithm.

In use of the proposed time-decomposition algorithm, we may answer to

the above question as follows: (i) The number of multipoints (torn times)

had better be as few as possible. Howeyer, since the size of matrix to be
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inverted is half as large as that of Roberts and Shipman, more points may

be specified. For the determination of the maximum length At of sub-

intervals, Meile et al. [47] have proposed to make exp[X At] sufficient-

ly small, where A is the maximum eigenvalue of the system matrix. IfJ max b J

At is too large, the solution obtained may contain serious discontinuities

at torn times. (ii) and (iii) Since in each subinterval the superposition

principle is applied, the selection of the multipoints and the initial

conditions is not a so serious matter, so long as the length of each sub-

interval is suitable. When the initial condition is chosen to be near the

exact solution, of course, the numerical error is much reduced as we have

seen in Section 2.6. Thus, the proposed algorithm is applied much easily

to TPBVP's than the algorithm of Roberts and Shipman.

*
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Chapter 3

Solution of Nonlinear Optimal Control Problems

by Use of the Time-Decomposition Algorithm

3.1. Introduction

The optimal control of physical systems has been a matter of central

concern in the control problem and many workers have developed algorithms

for the solution of the problem of various types. Since, except for a

minority of current engineering problems, it is difficult to solve such a

problem by pure analytical methods [12, 36, 39, 44], the practical interest

has been layed on the development of numerical techniques which enable us

to solve such a problem on a digital computer.

This chapter is concerned with showing the application of the time-

decompo'sition algorithm developed in the preceding chapter to the solution

"v

of nonlinear optimal control problems in conjunction with the linearization

method such as the quasilinearization method [4, 42] and the interaction-

coordination algorithm [55, 61, 63]i

The system considered in this chapter is described by a set of non-

linear differential equations and the objective is to minimize a perform-

%
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ance index of a quadratic type in state and control. For such an approach

based on the state-space formulation, the perfect information about the

system to be controlled must be available and this is one of reasons why

some researchers have claimded that the transfer function method which can

be used only with a partial information about the system is superior to the

state-space approach [29]. There are, however, many problems to which the

state-space approach can effectively be applied. Especially in the field

of aerospace engineering, the approach is effective by nature of the

problem. Also in other fields, many workers have made efforts in the

application of the approach [53].

We consider in this chapter the following nonlinear optimal control

problem. The dynamical system is governed by the differential equation;

x = A(t)x + B(t)u + /(*, x) , (3.1)

where x(t) is an n-dimensional state vector, u(t) is an m-dimensional

control vector, and A(t) and B(t) are matrices of compatible order, f is

an n-dimensional nonlinear function of C2 with respect to x. Both casesv

are considered that A, B, and / are continuous in t and that they are

piecewise continuous. The objective is to transfer the state of the system

from a certain manifold to another manifold so as to minimize an associated

performance index:

A

J = 1
2

V

[x'QCt)x + u'R(t)u]dt ,

*0

(3.2)

where Q(t) and i?(t) .are positive semidefinite and positive definite

matrices, respectively, of compatible order. The control function u is

*
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assumed not to be subject to any constraint such as (1.4).

For the solution of the problem, many algorithms have been proposed.

They can be classified into two categories: (i) the direct method [8-11,

15, 34, 35, 46, 48, 50, 65] and (ii) the indirect method [4, 6, 16, 17, 41, 42,

55, 63, 73]. The direct method generates a sequence of control functions so

that the performance index may successively be optimized. The control

function is generated by correcting the preceding control function by using

the solution of the adjoint equation. For this approach, main questions

are how to choose the initial approximation of the control function and

how to correct it.

On the other hand, the indirect method reduces the problem into a

two-point boundary-value problem (TPBVP) by applying the minimum principle

or the variational principle and the optimal control is determined by its

solution. Therefore, for the indirect method, the main question is how to

solve nonlinear TPBVP1s.

For the solution of nonlinear TPBVP1s, many algorithms have been

proposed, such as the shooting method [2, 40, 64, 70, 72], the invariant

imbedding [5, 23], the quasilinearization method (or the generalized

Newton-Raphson method )[4, 42, 49], and the interaction-coordination

algorithm [55, 61, 63]. The former two methods treat the nonlinear problem

m
as it is, while the latter two methods reduces the nonlinear problem into

a sequence of linear problems. The TPBVP derived by the minimum principle

often has a stiff structure. The numerical error affects much the

convergence characteristics of the linearization method for such a problem.

Therefore, in this chapter, the nonlinear TPBVP is solved by the method,

i.e., the quasilinearization method and the interaction-coordination
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algorithm, with the additional use of the time-decomposition algorithm.

In the former half of this chapter, the solution of a nonlinear

regulator problem with continuous quantities is considered. That is to say,

matrices A and B, and the vector function / are assumed to be continuous

in t. The derived TPBVP is linearized by the quasilinearization method

or the interaction-coordination algorithm. In Refs. 55 and 63, we have

shown that even the TPBVP with strong nonlinearities can be solved by the

interaction-coordination algorithm, by choosing appropriate values of

parameters, called weights.and that by experience one must choose a large

value for one of the weights to attain fast convergence for such a problem.

However, since the reduced TPBVP's have a stiff structure with large

values of weights, there is a limitation to the available values of

weights and therefore, to the convergence range of the algorithm. The

quasilinearization method also fails to obtain the solution of the problem

with Jacobian matrix characterized by large positive and large negative

eigenvalues [47]. We show in this chapter that the convergence character-

istics of these methods are far improved by the additional use of the time-

decomposition algorithm.

In the latter half of this chapter, the case is considered that

matrices A and B, and the vector function / contain discontinuities at

several intermediate points of the overall control interval and moreover

some of the state variables may be specified at these points. These points

are called ?cor*nertimes.' Such a problem is called an optimal control

problem with discontinuities [30, 32, 75] or a multiple-target problem [56,

57, 74, 76] because of the additional conditions on the state.

By applying the minimum principle, we obtain a nonlinear multipoint
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boundary-value problem (MPBVP) as the necessary condition for optimality.

Since the corresponding solution to the adjoint equation is discontinuous

at the points where the state variables are specified, it is impossible to

integrate the given differential equations in series. Therefore,

decomposition of the overall interval into several subintervals at several

points is essential to the solution of such a problem. These points are

called 'torn times.' The set of torn times includes all of the corner times.

The time-decomposition algorithm decomposes the overall interval into

several subintervals. The boundary values at torn times are initially

chosen arbitrarily and then corrected so as to make the solutions

compatible at torn times. Then, the algorithm is effectively applied to

the MPBVP in conjunction with the linearization method. The specified

values of the state variables at the corner times are chosen as the initial

estimates and the correction is made except for these variables. Even to '

the case that the corner times are also the parameters to be optimized, the

time-decomposition algorithm can be applied. The corner times are first

assumed arbitrarily and the algorithm is applied together with the lineari-

zation method. Then, their optimal corrections are made by a gradient

method.

In-Section 3.2, a nonlinear regulator problem of continuous type is

discussed. In Section 3.2.1, the problem is formulated and the TPBVP is

derived to obtain the optimal control. In Section 3.2.2, two lineari-

zation methods,* the interaction-coordination algorithm and the quasi-

linearization method are briefly sketched and the applicability of the

time-decomposition algorithm to the TPBVP linearized by the former

algorithm is discussed. The combined algorithm is applied to two physical
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problems in Section 3.2.3.

Following the continuous case, the discontinuous case, the multiple-

target problem is discussed in Section 3.3. The problem considered is

stated and the necessary condition for optimality is derived in Section

3.3.1. Then, in Section 3.3.2, the time-decomposition algorithm of

Chapter 2 is modified to solve the derived MPBVP. In Section 3.3.3, two

linear problems and a nonlinear problem are solved by the proposed

algorithm and the solutions to linear problems are compared with the

analytical one.

3.2. A Nonlinear Optimal Control Problem

3.2.1. Problem Statement

Consider the nonlinear control system defined by (3.1). The objective

is to control the system so as to minimize the performance index, starting

the initial state #(*n) =Trn≫where ir is a prescribed constant vector

The initial time t and the terminal time t~ are assumed to be specified.

The terminal condition on x may be or may not be specified, but, for

simplicity, we assume it is specified as x(t ,) =ir, in the following

formalization. Both cases are treated in examples.

Define the Hamiltonian H of (3.1) and (3.2) as follows:

H = j(x'Qx + u'Ru ) + p' (Ax + Bu + /), (3.3)

where p is an≫n-dimensional costate vector. Then, due to the minimum

principle, a necessary condition for optimality is derived as follows:
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dx
dt

dt

,3/7
3m

= (
3P
― )' = A{t)x + B(t)u + fit, x) ,
dp

= -( |f)' = - Q(t)x - A'(t)p - (^)'P,

)' = R(t)u + B'{t)p = 0,

*<*o ) = Tq
>

X(.t~) = If

(3.4.1)

(3.4.2)

(3.4.3)

(3.5)

Therefore, substituting u = -R B'p into (3.4.1), we obtain the following

nonlinear two-point boundary-value problem:

A.
dt

V

X

V

+ h(t,x, p)

with the boundary condition (3.5), where,

h(t,x, p) =

A(t), -B(t)i?"1(t)B'(t)

h^t, x, p)

hAt, x, p)

≫

and h.(t9x9p) is an n-dimensional vector function (i =l≫2)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

3.2^2. Linearization of the Nonlinear TPBVP

Since it is usually impossible to solve the nonlinear TPBVP analyti-

cally, one must resort to numerical techniques for the solution. In this

section, two linearization methods, the quasilinearization method [42] and

1
the interaction-coordination alforithm [55, 631 are briefly sketched in

view of the additional use of the time-decomposition algorithm.
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(a) the quasilinearization method

k-1 k-1
Let ( a:1, p1)' be (fe-l)-th approximation to the solution of

(3.5) and (3.6). Then, first-order Taylor series expansion of (3.6) about

it is

'k
A. x
dt kp

[D(t)

D{t)

+

+ h(t,kx,kp)

+ h(t,
fc-1

X,

k k-l
x - x

k k-l
+

P - P _

k-1 .
P) ≫ (3.9)

kxUQ) =
ir0,

kx(tf)
= iy.

where (a;1, p')' is the value of the k-th iteration. Therefore, the

solution of (3.5) and (3.6) is obtained by the following algorithm:

Step 1: Assume nominal values lx and 1p of x and p, respectively,

which satisfy ar(t_)=ir and x(t~)=T＼j,.Set fe= 2.

k k
Step 2: Compute x and p by solving (3.9).

k k k-1 k-1
Step 3: If x and p are sufficiently close to x and p-,

respectively, that is, if

kG-i

G defined by

*V
* - k~W + ikP - k~Wwin

*0

ently small, the calculation is terminated. Otherwise, re]

k―1 k k
p by x' and p, respectively, and replace k by k+1.

I

'v

(3.10)

is sufficiently small, the calculation is terminated. Otherwise, replace

fe-1 k―1 h ■ k
X and v bv x' and r>. resnectiveiv. anA -rpnlarp V hv t+1 .

Then, return to Step 2
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The above algorithm is called the quasilinearization method or the

generalized Newton-Raphson method [4, 42].

(b) the interaction-coordination algorithm

Next, we consider another linearization method. We introduce scalar

parameters g and k, called weights, and vector variables y(t) and <?(*),

called interaction variables. Using these, we modify (3.6) as follows:

where

d＼x]
M ＼y

fr = D*(t) + P(t) - D*(t)] +Ht,y,q) , (3.11)
[P [P L^J

Ait). -3B(t)i?"1(t)S'(t)
D*(t) = . (3.12)

-KQit), -A'{t)

Then, for the solutions x and p of (3.11) with the boundary condition

(3.5) to be optimal, the additional constraints:

a? = y, P = q (3.13)

must hold.

Since (3.11) is linear in x and p, we can easily solve the TPBVP,

once the values of y and q are provided. If the solutions x and p

satisfy (3.13), they are the solutions to the TPBVP of (3.5) and (3.6).

However, generally, it is not the case, that is to say, the interaction

balance:

Hty l
x{t)

p (*)

≪/(*)

<?(*)

= o, tz [tQ, t-]

*t*

(3.14)

is not satisfied. The interaction-coordination algorithm adjusts y and

q as follows:
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until

fe+1
y

k+l
q

k

y

k
(3.15)

(3.16)

is reduced to zero or sufficietly small value, where k is the iteration

number and a is a positive constant step size.

By experience, we know that a large value must be chosen for one of

the weigths to obtain fast convergence. However, the larger the value is,

the stiffer (3.11) is. Therefore, there is a limitation on the availble

value for weights in view of the numerical error. As we mentioned in

Chapter 2, the time-decomposition algorithm is effective in reducing the

numerical error, the additional use of it remarkably is expected to improve

the convergence characteristics of the interaction-coordination algorithm.

"v
Remark 3.1.

The transition matrices of linear TPBVP's derived by the interaction-

coordination algorithm are the same to each other. Therefore, we need to

calculate the transition matrix, consequently T of (2.16), only once in

the whole iterations. On the other hand, those of linear TPBVP's derived

by the quasilinearization method are different from each other and

therefore we must calculate them and T at every iteration. Thus, the

additional use of the time-decomposition algorithm is a less burden to the

interaction-coordination algorithm than to the quasilinearization method.
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In the rest of this subsection, we show the applicability of the time-

decomposition algorithm to the linear TPBVP of (3.5) and (3.11) in the case

that A; B, Q, and i? are constant matrices. To this end, it suffices to

prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1.

Assume that A, B, Q, and i? in (3.11) are constant matrices. Let *

be the transition matrix of

A.
dt

xi r x

= D*(t)
p [p

(3.17)

Then, <t>12(t, 0), the element matrix of $ , is nonsingular for arbitrary t

(t^O), if the pair {A, B) is controllable.

To prove the theorem, we begin with the following lemma, due to

Wonham [79].

Lemma 3.1.

Assume that the.pair (A, B) is stabilizablet and the pair (C, A) is

detectablett. Then, for arbitrary QC^O) and R ( > 0), the matrix Riccati

equation

PA + A'P - PBR"1B1P + C'QC = 0

*"･,･

(3.18)

has a unique nonnegative solution P.

From Lemma 3.1, we see that for A, B, Q, and R in the hypothesis of

Theorem 3.1, there exists a unique'nonnegative solution P to (3.18).

t: there exists a matrix K such that A+BK is stable,

tt: there exists a matrix K such that A+KC is stable.
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Now we prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.

First, we prove the theorem for QbO. In this case, from (3.17),

p(£) is given by

then,

and

p(t) = exp[-A't]p0 ,

x = Ax - ZBlCH'&*v[-AH]p

x(t) ~ exp[-A£]a: - g exp[4(t

0

exp[-AH]p ,

x)]BR~1B'explA'it - t)]<2t-

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

where x and p0 are the initial conditions of x and p, respectively.

Therefore,

l2(t≫0) = "0

r

o

expU(t - -OlBifVexpU'C* T)]dTexp[-i4't] . (3.22)

Since exp[-A't] is nonsingular, we consider the nonsigularity of

*12
(*, 0) =

r

o

exp[A(t - -OJBiTVexp^l'C* - x) }dx ( t ±0 ) . (3.23)

Assume, to the contrary, that $ ,(£ ,

exists a non-zero vector p. such that

Then,

･

0) is not nonsingular. Then, there

* (t , p)p = 0 .
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Pi*12(* 1' O)P± =

0

[A(t - t) ]Bi?~1B'expUl (t - x) ]p dx

p'expIil'C* -T)]p || .dx = 0.
Jo R

(3.25)

Since R is positive definite, (3.25) means that

pjexpU£]B = 0, ＼*e[0, tjj. (3.26)

Differentiating (3.26) with respect to t, we obtain

p＼[B,AB, .... An~1B] = 0, (3.27)

which contradicts the controllability of the pair (A,B). Thus, <j)._(t,0)

( t $ 0) is nonsingular.

S as

Next, we consider the case Q>0. Define a 2nx2n-dimensional matrix

where P is the above mentioned solution to (3.18). Then S

to S. -Let

then, from (3.17)

*

2ll ＼x~

d_＼zl

dt z2
SD*S~1
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(3.28 5*

is identical

(3.29)

(3.30)



(3.32)

Here,

A-BR^B'P, BR'h'

0, - (A-BR'h'P)'

(3.31)

Thus, this case is reduced to the case Q-Q. Assume that <|>,(£,0) is not

nonsingular, then we deduce that the pair (A-BR B'p, B) is not control-

lable, wgich contradicts the controllability of the pair (A, B)[80]. Thus,

the theorem is proved.

Q.E.D.

3.2.3. Illustrative Examples

In this section, we examine the numerical solution of physical

problems in order to illustrate the application of the algorithm described

in the preceding subsection. For the numerical integration of the differ-

ential equations, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill method is employed,

where use is made of one hundred grid points. The criterion for conver-

gence is set equal to 5.0x10

■'*･

Example 3.1 [54].

The following equations approximately describe a three-axis attitude-

control system of an orbiting space vehicle.

x1 x2,

*2

*

*3

*4

^4

- v

+ ex.a;,
4 6

= -e*2

+ ex 3≪3 + ≪! .

- ^9*6 " e*lM3 + "2 '
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*5

*6

= *6'

ex2x6 + zx^A.^ + u^ ,

where e is a parameter introduced for convenience. The performance index

J =
1

2

r5 ･
a )dt . (3.33)

The initial condition is x(0) = [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0] and the terminal condition

is not specified.

To solve this problem by the interaction-coordination algorithm, the

overall system is decomposed Into the three subsystem of [x.,a:_], [x-,x,],

and [xcixA [55, 63]. For solving one of the subsystems, the variables of
j 6

and [x^yXA [55, 63]. For solving one of the subsystems, the variables of
D o

the other subsystems and those in the nonlinear terms are replaced by

interaction vectors. The necessary condition for Subsystem 1 is described

by

*1

*2

h

h

= X

2'

ep2 + (B-l)q2 + e[i/4(l+i/6) - y3(ey q2-ey q^ + ^)],

= - KX + (k-1)^ + e2[ -2/.3<72?4+ y±(ql + q＼)＼,

= -kx - p + (k-I)z/ + e[qAl+y6) - y.q6]

Similar problems obtained for Subsystems 2 and 3 are omitted here.

'V

(3.34)

As an example, let e=6. The terminal condition is given by p(t_)

=0. Figure 3.1 shows variations of G defined by (3.16) with the comput-

ing time T when the problem is solved by the interaction-coordination
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algorithm with the initial estimates *z/ and ^q being solutions x and

p, respectively of the homogeneous part of the reduced linear TPBVP.

In the figure, L denotes the number of subintervals. For £= 2, conver-

gence rate is very poor since the value of weights is limited small

because of the numerical error. When L =3 and $=20, convergence is

obtained but for 3 = 30, G is oscillatory. When L = 4 and 3 = 30, G

converges quite rapidly without oscillation. In this case it takes 46

iterations to converge. In the figure, we show the best data for a.

Figure 3.2 shows variations of G defined by (3.10) of the quasi-

linearization method with the computing time T for e = 3.2. The initial

estimates are taken to be the same as that of the interaction-coordiriation

algorithm with 3 = k = 1. When L =l, that is, the time decomposition is

not applied, G is divergent. When L~2t the variation of G is

oscillatory because of the numerical error. The value of

{ I [p.(2.5 + 0) - p.(2.5-0)]2}1/2

at the end of the first iteration is 0.031 which is to be zero. When

L = 4, convergence is obtained with the above value 0.002. It takes 12

iterations to converge. For £^3.2, the method diverges even with £= 10

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the optimal trajectory and time history of

theoptimal control, respectively, for e = 6.

Example 3.2 [60J.

Next we consider the following minimum-energy transfer of a low-

thrust propulsion vehicle between circular orbits:

*
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*1 -*2.

&2 - *! - e[2*4 + x±/ixl +x*+ *2)3/2] + , ,

*3

*4

-*4.

= X3

*5

+ e[2x

= X6>

2
- a: /(a* + x＼ +^2)3/2] +u

o fry
x, = - zx =/(≪? + a?o + #?) + M_ ,

(3.35)

where e is a parameter introduced for conveniece. The objective is to

transfer the state of the system from x(0) = irn to ar(ir)= it- so as to

minimize the performance index:

1 f"

0

u* + u* + u*)dt (3.36)

To solve the problem by the interaction-coordination' algorithm, the

overall system is decomposed into the three subsystems in the same manner

as Example 3.1. The derived equations for Subsystem 1 are as follows:

*,-*,.

p = -icar - p2 + ki/j +̂ e[q2i - 2y＼ + y| + y|)
_ 3y^y q^ + ygJV

P2 = - k^2 " Pl + Ky2 " 2e(?4

(3.37)

where - kx + <y

%

and -kx +<y of the third and the fourth equations,
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respectively, are artificially added terms to accelerate the convergence

[55]. Similar equations for Subsystems 2 and 3 are omitted here.

By way of example, let tt = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] and tt = [*, -0.75, 1.5, 0,

0, ir/5], that is to say, x (it) is set free. Then, p (ir)= 0 is obtained

from the necessary condition for optimality. Figure 3.5 shows variations

of G with the computing time T for e =4. When L=l, that is, when

the time decomposition is not, applied, G is divergent. The reason is

that the values of the weights are to be bounded small because of the

limitation of numerical accuracy. On the other hand, the variation of

with L = 2 is oscillatory. Since in this case larger values of the weights

can be used than in the previous case, the divergent tendency is suppressed,

but convergence is not attained. When £= 4, since the algorithm can use

much larger values of the weights without loss of numerical accuracy,

convergence is obtained.

The problem is solved also by the quasilinearization method. Figure

3.6 shows variations of G with the computing time T for e=4. We see

from the figure that, since the TPBVP derived by the quasilinearization

method is not so stiff, the appication of the time-decomposition algorithm

has only disadvantage of consuming time.

In, Figures 3.7 and 3.8, the optimal trajectory and time history of

the optimal control, respectively, are shown for e =4.

Remark 3.2.

It should be noted that it has no advantage to apply the time-

decomposition algorithm to the TPBVP to which the conventional super-

position principle can offer a satisfactorily accurate solution, but,
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to the contrary, has the disadvantage of consuming more computing time

3.3. A Multiple-Target Problem

Next, we consider the case that the system equation contains dis-

continuities at corner times and that some elements of the state variable

are specified there [56,57].

3.3.1. Problem Statement

In this section, we discuss a solution of the following multiple-

target problem. The system equation is described by

x = AAt)x + BAt)u + /.(*, x) , t. .<=t<t. (i-1, 2, ...,N), (3.38)

where x(t) is an n-dimensional state vector, u(t) an m-dimensional

control vector. A . and B. are n*n- and nxm-dimensional matrices, respec-

tively, and /. is an n-dimensional vector function of the class C2 with
% _

respect to x and these are continuous in te[t. .,£.]. The boundary
1>―X Is

conditions are given by

L.x(t.) = tt. (i = 0, 1, ...,N), (3.39)

where tt. is an r.-dimensional prescribed vector and L. is an r .xrc-

dimensional matrix containing only one nonzero element in each row, and

it is assumed that t. is not specified and is a parameter to be deter-

mined ( i = 1, 2, ..., N-l ).

The objective is to minimize the following performance index of the

quadratic type:

J =
1

2
[x'Q(t)x + u'R(.t)u]dt

*0
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with respect to u and t. ( £= 1, 2, ...,N-l)t where Q(t) is an n*n-
is

dimensional symmetric positive semidefinite matrix and R(t) an m^m-

dimensional symmetric positive definite matrix.

Now define the Hamiltonian H of (3.38) and (3.40) as

1 N
H = ±(x'Qx + u'Ru) + I p'(A.x + B.u + f.) . (3.41)

Then, according to the variational principle, the necessary conditions for

optimality are obtained as follows [1, 12].

X = (

fc

)･ = AAt)x + B.{t)u + /.(*,*) ,

1* 1* I*

)･ = -≪(*)* - AUt)p - <-fcf>'P

(£-1,2, .
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t e [t._v t.)

i = l, 2, ..., N)

.･, N-l )

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

8p

<£)

(~ )' = *<*)≪ + B＼(t)p = 0,

gtm A ff(*T) - H(tp = 0

with the boundary conditions

L.x(t.) = ir. (i = 0, 1, ..., N) ,

(3.46)

pAty = P,-<*J) - v.v <if *,･(*,･)is not specified; £-1, 2, ...,27-1),

where p:(t.) denotes the j-th element of p(t.) and v.. is a Lagrange

multiplier which is to be determined so as to make x. continuous at t = t..
3 %

Substitution of u = -R~ B＼p into (3.42) yields the following multipoint

boundary-value problem (MPBVP):



4* A.
^

-Q(*), A＼(t)

X

V

hu(t,

hH(t,

x)

X,

(i-1, 2, ...,N) (3.47)

constrained by the boundary conditions (3.46) and the optimality condition

for tt (3.45), where E^Bjrhl, h^t, x) = f^t, x), and ^(t, x, p) =

Once the i.fs are assumed, the problem is reduced to solving the

MPBVP of (3.4.6) and (3.47) with discontinuities at the specified corner

times. The solution to the MPBVP, however, does not necessarily satisfy

the optimality condition (3.45). Then, the assumed values of the t.'s

are to be corrected by an appropriate algorithm. In our algorithm, they

are corrected by

Z+l,
H - nsign[ g. J

H

(
■C = l, 2, ..., N-l

JO ^ 9 9 ･ ･ ･

), (3.48)

until (3.45) is attained, where I denotes the iteration number and n is

a positive constant step size which is reduced according to the change of v

the sign of g.
t...

Thus, the multiple-target problem is- solved by a three-level

algorithm. The objective of the highest level is the optimal correction

of the corner times, that is, t.'s are corrected according to (3.48), using

the solution to the MPBVP with specified corner times obtained in the

lower levels. The nonlinear MPBVP is reduced to a sequence of linear

MPBVP's at the intermediate level and they are solved at the lowest level

by a discontinuous version of the time-decomposition algorithm. In the

following, the interaction-coordination algorithm is adopted for the
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linearization,

3.3.2. Modification of the Time-Decomposition Algorithm

In this section we modify the time-decomposition algorithm of

Chapter 2 to solve linear MPBVP's. Hereafter, for simplicity, the dis-

continuity is assumed to occur only once during the overall control

duration. Then, let N = 2 and let the corner time t=t . Also, for

simplicity, we restrict our discussion to the case where the boundary

conditions are given in the form:

~*1

X2

_X3

= 0 (£-0,1,2), (3.49)

where x.,.s is an v .,..-dimensional vector with r,, .x +**,,.. + r_, .N = n

(i = 0, 1, 2 ). (3.49) means that some elements of the state variable x

are specified at t = t- and that x is continuous in t.

In this case, the necessary conditions for optimality (3.42)^(3.46)

can be written as:

Subinterval 1: te [t., h Subinterval 2: te [t , t ]

x = A2x + B2u + f2(t,x),

(3.50.1) p = -Qx - A'2p - (|^)fP,

Sff(2)

"v

3.50.2)

H^ = £(*'≪* + u'Ru) + p1 (A.x + B.u + f.) ( i = 1, 2 ) ,
^ v I* 7*



X(t) = TT

Pl(V = Vll'

P3(V = V31'

*1
4

>(3.51.1)

X2(V = V

M3.51.2)

P3(V = v31,

H^htJ - H (tl) = 0-

Therefore, the problem is reduced to finding the boundary conditions

(3.52)

xAt ) and xAt^) which guarantee the continuity of p.(£) and pAt) at

t=t-t and also to finding the optimal corner time i which satisfies

(3.51).

Once t is assumed, the MPBVP of (3.50) and (3.51) can be solved

with use of both the interaction-coordination algorithm and the time-

decomposition algorithm. Suppose that (3.50) is linearized as (3.47).

Let p- (t±) and p≪.(*f)be the values of the solutions p.. and p at

'V-
t=t±, respectively, to the TPBVP's with the boundary conditions ar(*n)=Tr ,

^(t^ =a;1(t;1),a;2(t;1)=ir1,x3(*1) =a;3(t1), and x(t2)=ir2. Then, from

Theorem 2.1,

where T

12*1

32*1

wl

W3

≫

.. is an v... xx r ....-dimensional matrix, W. is an r.,,v-
1*3 i-(l) £7(1) ^ ^(l)

dimensional vector with

t>

(3.53)
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"r

r

r

11'

21'

31'

F12'

r22'

r32'

F13~

F23

F33

= r,

r r
f = U' 13 , [W W'W'Y- V. ■ (3.54)

r r
_ 31' X33.

Hence, similarly to Corollary 2.1, the exact solution X=[x'(t

is given by

--I. ･
x = x - r p ,,

J.x'^t)]'

(3.55)

where X- [^(t[) ,
£^)

]', P= [(f^tf) -p^(*J)) ', (p^t£)-p^+)) ']'･

Then, the linear TPBVP's are solved again with the exact boundary condi-

tions. The interation-coordination algorithm is iterated until the solu-

tion reduces (3.16) to zero or a sufficient small value.

After the lowest and the intermediate level calculations, the corner

time t is corrected by (3.48). The highest level calculation is carried

out until g. is reduced to zero or a sufficient small value.
H

3.3.3. Summary of the Algorithm

In this section, we summarize the results obtained above into the

form of an algorithm.
･

Step 1: Set 1 = 1, fc-1. Assume lt±. Let ^C1^) = ** (Hj) -0, ^(t)-

^(i) = 0,£e[t_, *-]･ Choose appropriate values of g, k, a, and n.

5tep 2: Solve the homogeneous part of (3.50) .with the boundary conditions

X=e , the v-th unit vector, x(t )=0, x (1t1)=0, and x{t^)=0. ＼Then,

the difference P represents the v-th column of V. Calculate T

Step 3: Solve each linear TPBVP of the subintervals with the boundary

conditions
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Subinterval 1:

*<*≪> - n0.

Subinterval 2:

(3.56)

Let us denote the solutions p and p. at t = t± as p,(t?) and P-(*?)≫

respectively.

Step 4: By (3.55), determine the exact solution x(£..). Solve the sub-

interval TPBVP's again with use of #(£..)and it and it . Let us denote

k k
the solution as x and p .

k
Step 5: If G of (3.16) is small enough, proceed to Step 6. Otherwise,

*c *,

correct y and q by (3.15), replace xAt.) and xAtJ by xAt^)

and ^x^it^), respectively, and replace k by k+1. Then, return to Step 3.

Step 6: Compute g, by (3.52). If g. is small enough, the optimum is

attained and the calculation is terminated. Otherwise, correct £_ by

(3.48), replace I by SL+1,and return to Step 2.

3.3.4 Illustrative Examples

Three physical problems are examined to illustrate the applications

of the present algorithm. For the.numerical integration of the differ-

ential equations, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill scheme is employed,

where use is made of one hundred grid-points in the overall interval.

Example 3.3 [76].

Let us consider the problem of minimizing the functional:
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J[u] =

2

u2dt

0

with respect to the control u and the corner time t .

tions governing the system are

i

*, - *2 ･

x = u ,

and the boundary

*e [0, t±) (3.58.1)

conditions are

3^(0) = 1,

*2(0) = 1,

}

(3.59.1)

*1

*2

= X2'

= 2u,

^(2) = 0,

x (2) = 0,

W = °-5-

(3.57)

The state equa-

te[*,2] (3.58.2)

(3.59.2)

(3.60)

(3.58) implies that the mass of the article is reduced by a half at the

corner time t .
■*- ■■≪■-

For this problem, the necessary conditions for optimality are written

as follows:

*1 " X2 '

x2 = -0.5p2 ,

P2 = -P1>

> te[O, t) (3.61.1)

a: (p) - *2(0) = 1 , (3.62.1)

*1 = x2,

*2 =
"2P? '

h m "Pi ･

> *£ [*,,

x (2) = x (2) = 0,

2 ]･(3.61.2)

(3.62.2)



x^tj = 0.5 ,

P2(*? = P2(tV ≫

u = -0.5p2 , (3.65.1) ≪ ■ -P2'

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65.2)

gU = Uitl)2 + Pl(tl)x2(V + P2^VU^V - U^P2 - P1(*J)≪2(*1)-

2p2(t+)u(tp = 0..

It is easily shown that the general solutions to (3.61) are given by

xl

X2

(*) = [a

(*) = [a

t3 - ?>cj?-+ 12c

t
2

1

Px(*) = o ,

2o2t

P2(t) = -at + a ,

+ te

3*
+ 12c4]/12 ,

1/4,

x^t) = t^*3 - 3o2tz + 3d t + 3d ]/3,

X2(t) = d tz - 2d2* + h >

where a.

p2(t) = -djt + d2 ,

■＼≫e,and d,*>d. are constants.

%

>

(3.66)

(3.67.1)

"v

(3.67.2)

Now let us follow the algorithm of Section 3.3.3.

Step 1: Let 1t- = £...'Since the problem is linear, it is unnecessary to

utilize the interaction-coordination algorithm.
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Step 2: f is obtained as follows: Solve (3.61) with the boundary condi-

tions x^^CO)=a2(0) =x1(t1) =X1(2) =x2(2) =0, and a^C^) =1. The

coefficients o. and d. are obtained as follows:
% 1,

Hence,

ox = 12/t* , c2 = 4/tx , a3 = c4 = 0,

d = 4(t +!)/(* -2)2, d = -4* /<* -2)2.

f

- P^*f) - P2&f> = -ci*i + °2+ di*i " d2

= -2(3^-8)/* (e-2)

(3.68)

(3.69)

Step 3: Let x2(<tl}=0* The solutlons to (3.61) with the boundary condi-

tions a^CO) =x2(0) =1, x^tj) =0.5, x2it1) ≪≪^(^), and ^(2) =^(2) =0

yield

.o = 12(^ + 1)7*3, o2 = 2(44+3)7*2, o3 = c4 = 1,

dl

<*3

= -3/(* -2)3, d2 = -3(t1 + 2)/2(t -2)3,

= -6t.

Hence,

/(t, -2)3 d' = <6t -4)/(t -2)3

- p2(*i>= -°1t1 + °2

= (-8t|

+

+ 17t?

d,t. ~d2

+ 16t

(3.70)

48)/2t?(t, -2)2

' Step 4: Substitution of (3.69) and (3.71) into (3.55) yields

k
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x2(t^) = x2 <v - f"1!^? - P^tJ)]

= ( - 8t| + 17*2 + I6tx - 48 )/4t1(t1 - 2)(3^ - 8) . ( 3.72 )

Again solve the TPBVP's (3.61) with the boundary conditions thus obtained.

Then, the constants are obtained to be as follows:

°i= (mi ~81ti+ 72ti+ 48 )7ti(*i ~2)(3ti"8)'

o = (16*3 _ 77t2 + eo^ + AS)/*^^ - 2X3^ - 8) ,

°3 = *4 = 1'

d1 = 3(-8*3 + 5t* + 48^ - 48)/4*1(*1 - 2)3(3^ - 8) ,

d2 = (~ 8*1 " 33tl + 96tl + 112*1 " 192 )/4ti(ti " 2)3<3ti " 8> ≫

d = (-8tJ - 9*3 + 81*2 - 32* - 48)/* (t - 2)3(3*x - 8) ,

(3.73)

d^ = ( 8*3 + t＼- 76tx + 8 )/(t1 - 2)3(3tx - 8) .

Step 5: This step is skipped since the interaction-coordination algorithm ･

is not utilized.

Step 6: The gradient g is given by

gt = H(1)(t1) - H^htJ =
flp^^)]2 + [Pl(t") - p1(*+)]*2(*1)

=
f(-c1*1 + e2)2 + (ei

" d1)ar2(t1)
(3.74)

with (3.72) and (3.73). (3.7.4)is a rational function of t . It is not

difficult to solve g =0 with the aid of a digital computer. Figure 3.9
H

shows the dependences of g, and J on t.. It can be seen from the
1

1

figure that the optimal t. is 1.377-".

The algorithm is also carried out on a digital computer. The initial
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estimate of t is 1.0 and the step size n in (3.48) is set to 0.1. When

the sign of g, is changed, n is reduced by a fifth. Figure 3.10 shows

the variations of tn, g, , and J with the computing time T. The criterion
1

for convergence is set at g, =1.0x10 . After 16 iterations the algorithm
*1

converged. As seen from Figure 3.10, too severe criterion for the opti-

mality with respect to t. contributes only to the computing time.

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the optimal trajectory on the x - xy plane

and time history of the optimal control u, respectively.

Example 3.4 [75].

＼
Next, we consider the optimal control of the system with Coulomb

friction. The system equation is described by

A, - *2 .

x2 = M + U ,

}

x2>0 (3.75.1)

*
1 X2'

*2 = U - U ,

*2
=

° (3-75-2)

A constraint on u of saturation type is contained in the original problem

but is omitted here. The objective is to transfer the state of the system

from [a, b] to the origin so as to minimize

J = u2dt . (3.76)

The corner time t.

0

at which the system equation turns from (3.75.1) to

(3.75.2) is determined by

*2<V = °-

The analytical solutions can be obtained in a similar way to
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Example 3.3 as follows:

3(e2-2y)£2 + 12a t + YLo

2(o -2p)t + 4c3J/4,

P2(t) = -at + e2 ,

]/12

*x(*) = [dxt3 - 3>(d2+ 2＼i)tz+ 12dt + 12d4]/12

X2

Pi

?2

(*) = [d^t2 - 2(d2+2V)t + 4c?3]/4 ,

(*) = d ,

(*) = - djt + d2-

where

a = 12Q)t1 + 2a - 2^)/^,

°2

°3

= [12(a-ir ) + 8bt + 2yt2]/t2,

= b , a, = a ,

te [0, t ) (3,78.1)

te [t±,tf] (3.78.2)

d± = 2^1/{tf - t^3, d2 = [12(t +t1)ir1/(t≫-t1)3] - 2y,

d3

and

= 6*

＼1

As

jf-j&f- v3' dk= */(V 3W(V" *i)2>

= xl

an

(t ) = 0.5* 3[2a + Z≫(t--+1)]/[tJ+ C^-^)3]-

:

Y

-v

(3.79.1)

(3.79.2 )

(3.80)

example, let [a, b] = [0.5, 1.5], t,= 3.0, y = -0.2. Figure 3.13
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shows the dependences of g, and J on t.. The optimal corner time

t. =0.8181. The problem is solved by the proposed algorithm where the

initial estimate of t. is set to 1.5, n is set to 0.1, and the integra-

tion step size is set to 0.015. Figure 3.14 shows the variations of £,

g, , and J with the computing time T. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the
*1

optimal trajectory on the x. -x~ plane and time history of the optimal

control u, respectively.

Example 3.5.

Finally, we consider the problem whose system equation contains non-

linearities. The problem is discontinuous version of the three-axis

attitude-control problem. The sytem equations are described by (3.32).

Suppose that the parameter e changes discontinuously from 1.0 to 2.0

at t = t at which x (t ) =0.1, #,(*-,)=0.15, and xAt-) =0.005 are to be

satisfied. The objective is to find the control u and the corner time £..

which minimize (3.33), starting from ar(O)= [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]'.

Figure 3.17 shows the variations of t＼,g. , and J with the itera-

tion number % for correcting the corner time t.. It takes 4.8 seconds to

attain convergence. The parameters chosen are 3 = k = 1, a = 1.0, n = 0.5,

1t, = 2.5. n is reduced by a half when the sign of g is changed.
1 t±

Optimal corner time t is obtained as 3.25. The optimal trajectory and

time history of the optimal control are shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19,

respectively.

The examples could be solved by the direct method such as a' steepest-

descent method which will be summarized in the following chapter. Then,

however, we must adjust both the corner time i.. and the control function
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at the same time or sequentially, which makes the convergence charac-

teristics of the method worse. Moreover, to make the solution satisfy the

boundary conditions, the idea of penalty function must be employed, which

makes the convergence characteristics still worse. Therefore, for the

problem without control constraint, the indirect method such as the

proposed method is more effective than the direct method.

3.4. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, nonlinear optimal control problems are solved by use

of the time-decomposition algorithm in conjunction with the linearization

method.

In the former half of the chapter, the optimal control problem of

systems described by a differential equation without discontinuity is

considered. The time-decomposition algorithm is additionally employed to

reduce the numerical error in solving linear TPBVP's derived by the

linearization method, i.e., the quasilinearization method and the

interaction-coordination algorithm. "*･

Additional use of the time-decomposition algorithm with the quasi-

linearization method has the advantage that the numerical error is reduced

and therefore the convergence region is widened nearly to the theoretical

one. However, the widened region is at most the theoretical one. The

combined algorithm has the disadvantage of consuming computing time,

because the transition matrix and the matrix for correcting boundary values

must be recalculated at each iteration.

On the other hand, when the time-decomposition algorithm is used with

the interaction-coordination algorithm, the transition matrix and the
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correction matrix need be calculated only once. It is empirically known

that the convergence characteristics of the interaction-coordination

algorithm is much improved by modifying the TPBVP stiffer. Thus, the

additional use of the time-decomposition algorithm is much more suitable

to the interaction-coordination algorithm than to the quasilinearization

method.

In the latter half of the chapter, the solution of a multiple-target

problem is discussed. The system equation contains discontinuities at

several unspecified intermediate points called 'corner times' and some

elements of the state variable are specified at corner times as well as at

the initial and the terminal times. The problem is reduced to a nonlinear

MPBVP with unspecified corner times. Assuming the values of corner times,

the nonlinear MPBVP is solved by the linearization method with the

additional use of a discontinuous version of the time-decomposition

algorithm. The optimal correction of corner times is made by a gradient

method. Since, different from the algorithm of Ref. 75, the proposed

algorithm does not employ the idea of penalty function, the solution

satisfies the specified boundary condition exactly. The algorithm can

offer analytical solutions to linear problems as well as the method of

Ref.76. Moreover, the algorithm can treat nonlinear problems on a digital

computer.

The proposed algorithm can be applied to the state-constrained problem

[15, 21, 26, 31, 41] by assuming the number of corner times.
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Chapter 4

A Modified Direct Method for Solving Nonlinear

Optimal Control Problems with Control Constraint

4.1. Introduction

In the preceding chapter, we have considered nonlinear optimal control

problems where no constraint is imposed on the control function. Such a

problem is reduced to the nonlinear multipoint boundary-value problem and

then we have shown that the algorithm combining the time-decomposition

algorithm and the linearization method.is effective for its solution.
■v

In a practical sense, however, a certain constraint is often imposed

on the control function, for example, a constraint on the magnitude, or a

constraint on the total energy. Theoretically speaking, the indirect

method, the approach of reducing the problem into two-point (or multi-

point) boundary-value problem (TPBVP or MPBVP) by the direct use of the

minimum principle, can be employed for the determination of the optimal

control. However, the derived TPBVP generally contains very strong non-

linearities which result from necessary conditions for optimality and is

often practically impossible to solve. Therefore, the indirect method is
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generally not employed except for the linear problem of small order.

The direct method, on the contrary, can easily be applied to such a

problem since the method adjust the control function directly. However,

when the terminal condition is specified, the method becomes less effec-

tive. For example, the steepest-descent method [35] suffers from poor

accuracy of the solution and the method proposed by Bryson and Denham [10]

involves additional integration procedures, including the integration of

matrix differential equation, for determining the Lagrange multipliers.

The solutions obtained by these methods do not satisfy the specified

terminal condition until the optimum is attained. Thus, both the direct

and the indirect methods as they are have defects to be settled and it is

desirable to develop a new algorithm which remedies the defects.

The requirement for the new algorithm is to have the property that

the control function is easily adjusted to satisfy the control constraint

and, at the same time, to make the state of the system satisfy the spec-

ified boundary conditions. Recently, Miele et al. have proposed a

sequential gradient-restoration algorithm [20, 24-26, 48, 50]. The algo-

rithm is composed of the alternate succession of gradient phases and

restoration phases. In the gradient phase, nominal functions x and u

satisfying the differential.equation and the boundary condition are varied

so as to reduce the value of performance index. In the restoration phases,

the obtained functions which satisfy the constraints to the first order

are corrected so as to be consistent with all the differential equation

and the boundary condition. At the end of restoration phase which

involves several iterations, the solution is feasible one and this is one

of maior merits of the algorithm. Turning inside out, excessive restora-
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tion phases must be carried out to obtain the optimal solution.

In this chapter, another algorithm is proposed which has the property

mentioned above. The basic idea of the algorithm is to combine the

steepest-descent method with the interaction-coordination algorithm dis-

cussed in the preceding chapter. The system equation for the steepest-

descent is modified to be a linear TPBVP with respect to the state and

the costate variables by introducing interaction variables. In the modi-

fied equation, the control variable is explicitly contained. Once values

of the control variable and the interaction variables are provided, the

TPBVP is easily solved. Then, by using the obtained solution, these

variables are corrected so that the control variable may satisfy the

optimality condition and the interaction variables may agree with the

corresponding state or costate variables. Contrary to the sequential

gradient-restoration algorithm, the solution at each iteration is in-

feasible except for the final one. This is the defect that all the

indirect methods have. But the excessive corrections as the sequential

'V-
gradient-restoration algorithm has can be avoided to obtain the optimal

solution.

The proposed algorithm, of course, can be applied to problems without

control constraint.

In Section 4.2, a modified direct method is proposed for solving

control-constrained problems. In Section 4.2.1, the problem is formulated.

Combining the steepest-descent method with the interaction-coordination

algorithm, the proposed algorithm is constructed in Section 4.2.2. The

algorithm is summarized in Section 4.3.2. Section 4.2.4 discusses a

sufficient condition for convergence.
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In Section 4.3, the proposed algorithm is applied to several examples.

The first and the second examples are the same examples as in Chapter 3

except for the additional control constraint. In the third example, a

problem with additional state constraint is examined. The performance

indices of these examples are taken to be quadratic in state and control.

In the fourth, i.e., the final example, the problem whose performance

index is given by the total fuel of control is considered.

4.2 A Modofied Direct method

4.2.1. Problem Statement

In this chapter, an optimal control problem formulated in state-space

form is dealt with. The problem is to find the control function, con- ■

strained in magnitude, which steers the system from the initial state to

the specified terminal state so as to minimize an associated performance

index.

Consider a dynamical system governed by the following equation.

x = A(t)x + B(t)u + f(.t3x) , (4.l'j

where #(t) is an n-dimensional state vector, u(t) is an m-dimensional

control vector A and B are n^n- and nxm-dimensional matrices, respec-

tively, continuous in time t. /"is an w-dimensional nonlinear vector

function of the class C2 with respect to x and continous in t. The

objective is to find the control u which transfers the state from ^(*n) =

ir to aj(tJ=ir_ subject to (4.1) under the control constraint:

WAt)＼^M., te[tn,y <i = l, 2, ...,m)
x≫ Z- U T

and, in so doing, minimizes the performance index:

(4.2)



'-i

V

[x'Q(t)x + u'R(t)u]dt. (4.3)

*0

In the above, it and tt. are both n-dimensional vectors prescribed, and

the symmetric matrices Q(t) and R(t), both continuous in t , are positive

semidefinite and positive definite, respectively. The initial time t.

and the terminal time t~ are assumed to be fixed.

A necessary condition for optimality of the problem is derived by

using the minimum principle. So long as (4.1) is satisfied, (4.3) is

identical to

J = i l

t

.1

2
[x'Q(t)x + u'R(t)u] + p1 (£)[A(t)a; + B(t)u + /(£,x) - £]}dt( 4.4 )

with an arbitrary n-dimensional costate vector p(£). Define the Hamil--

tonian H as :

H = ^(x'Qx + u'Ru) + p1 (Ax + Bu + f) .

A ^Then, the first variation SJ of J is given by [12]:

6J = p'(to)6ar(to) - p'(tf)6x(tf) +

Now let p satisfy

then, since ^(^q)

V

*0

K dx

(4.5.)

+ p')Sx + j± &u}dt. (4.6)

e K dx} '

and x(tj are specified, &J is rewritten into
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6J =

*0

Sudt .

Thus, the necessary condition for optimality is obtained as follows:

x = Ax + Bu* + / ,

P = -Qx-A'p- (|£)'p

with the boundary condition:

where u* satisfies

a:(*Q) = TrQ, x(tj = ir_,

icomp[ ― ]
du uHt)

:::

[ < o,

u*(t) = -M.
Is I*

ut(t) = tf

and icomp[-] denotes the -i-th component of the argument vector.

(A.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

When the terminal point a;(tj is not specified, the boundary condi-

tion at t = t- in (4.11) is replaced by p(tj =0. In this situation, a

common means to find such a control variable u* is the steepest-descent

method which adjusts the control variable directly until the optimum is

attained.

However, when x(t_p) is specified, the steepest-descent method can

not be applied to the problem without certain modifications, as (4.1)

becomes overdetermined. One typical technique is to reduce the problem to

the one with unspecified terminal condition by introducing an appropriate

*v



terminal cost in the performance index, and another is the one proposed by

Bryson and Denham [10]. However, the former often suffers from poor

accuracy of the obtained solution and the latter involves additional

integration procedure, including the integration of matrix differential

equation, for determining the Lagrange multipliers.

4.2.2. Solution Procedure

As mentioned above, the direct method, as it is, is not effective to

the problem with specified terminal condition. On the other hand, if the

control variable is not constrained, the indirect method can effectively be

applied to such a problem. Therefore, in this section, an idea of the

indirect method is introduced to overcome the difficulty caused by the

direct method. To begin with, let us summarize the steepest-descent method

adopted in our method in the form of an algorithm for a problem with

unspecified terminal condition.

Step 1: Set k =l and assume 1u(t) te [t , t,].

It
Step 2: Solve (4.9) with the initial condition x(tQ) =ir and u* = u.

k k
Step 3: Using the solution x and u, solve (4.10) backward from t_ to

t with the initial condition p(*J = 0.

7T-. If |^ satisfies (4.12),
ku

is the optimalStep 4: Calculate ―

control. Then, the iteration is terminated. .Otherwise proceed to Step 5

Step*5: Correct the control variable as:

feu
u(t) =

Kit)
- nkg(t) , tz [tQ, t ] , (4.13)

where k denotes the iteration number, r＼is a positive step size and

g(t) is the function defined by
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icomp [

When
fc+1

'git)] =

o,

<

ic

icompt ―

ku(t)

ku(t)

ku(t)

1 > 0 and
ku.(t)

=-M., or

] <0 and w.(t) = M. , (4.14)

] , otherwise.

u.(t) thus obtained does not satisfy (4-2), it is replaced by the

boundary value M. or -M. in accordance with its sign. Replace k by

k+1 and return to Step 2.

When the terminal point s(t.) is specified as s(tj =ir^.,the above

algorithm can not be applied as it is. In this case the problem is

reduced to a problem with unspecified terminal condition by introducing a

terminal cost into the performance index as follows:

J = J + ?{≪(y - ir}2 , (4.15)

where C is a penalty parameter. Then the terminal condition of p is given

by pit,) =2^{x(tf) -ly} and the above mentioned algorithm is utilized. v

Now we construct an algorithm for solving the problem given by (4.1)^

(4.3) by combining the steepest-descent method with the interaction-

coordination algorithm. Let us rewrite (4.9) and (4.10), using the inter-

action variables y and q, as follows:

x = Ax - E(p - q) + f(t,-y) + Bu ,

P = -kQx - A'p _ (tf(t'y?)'g + (<-DQ/,

(4.16)

(4.17)

where E is an arbitrary nxn-dimensional matrix. We adopt &BR B1 for it

corresponding to (3.11). Once the control variable u and the interaction
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variables y and q are provided, (4.16) and (4.17) with the boundary

condition (4.11) is a linear TPBVP. When the solution does not satisfy

the interaction balance (3.14) and/or the optimality condition (4.12), the

interaction variables are corrected according to (3.15) and the control

vector u{t) is also corrected according to (4.13).

Remark 4.1.

Due to Theorem 3.1, we see that the linear TPBVP of (4.11), (4.16),

and (4.17) with E = &BR B1 has a unique solution, provided that the pair

{A, B) is controllable.

4.2.3. Summary of the Algorithm

We now summarize the result of the preceding subsection in the form of

an algorithm.

Step 1: Set k = 1, and prescribe the parameters a, n, B, and k. Assume

the initial function 1m, ly, and l q.

Step 2: Solve the linear TPBVP as given by (4.11), (4.16), and (4.17).

k k
Step 3: Upon use of the solution x and p, compute

V - f *" V v In

t

I /

0

V(t)kr(t)dt +
1
m

V

I V(*>*<7<*><fe]>1/2,

*0

"*v

(4.18)

k k
where r and g are defined by (3.14) and (4.14), respectively. To

― = Ru + B'v is calculated with u= u and v= a. If
3M ^ ft

ko< a

(a: a small positive number prescribed), the calculation is terminated.

Otherwise, proceed to Step 4.

k ' k k
Step 4: Correct y and q according to (3.15), u according to (4.13).
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Replace k by k+1 and return to Step 2.

Remark 4.2.

If the nonlinearity is weak, the solution to the unperturbed equation,

that is, the system equation without nonlinearity, is close to that to the

perturbed equation. Therefore, as the initial estimates ly and lq, it is

reasonable to choose the solutions x and p, respectively, to the linear

TPBVP derived by the optimality condition for the unperturbed system. The

initial estimate of u is then calculated by (4.13) and (4.14) with °m= 0,

n=1.0, and k = 0, using lq.

4.2.4 Convergence Proof

In this section, we consider a sufficient condition for the conver-

gence of the proposed algorithm in case that the control function is not

constrained. The case that it is constrained remains unsolved.

Let a-tar'.p1]1 and w = [y',<?']', then (3.15), (4.11), (4.13), (4.16),

and (4.17) can be rewritten as follows:

[In, O]a(to) = TrQ, [In, O]s(y = irf ,

k+1u -
fe≪

- afer2 , ･

where

＼
k
z

k
w ,
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and

Dl

A,

kQ,

k k . _ k+1
r = u + D, w ,

D2 =

(

≫

D3 ＼

(4.24)

= [0,Bf] ,

(4.25)

In (4.19) to (4.25), we assume R(t) to be identity matrix without loss of

generality and we set n of (4.13) equal to a.

We begin with some definitions.

Definition 4.1. The norm ||a;||of vector function x(t) is defined by

1/2
||:cl|4 max [ x'(t)x(t)] and the norm |U|| of matrix function A(t, x)

te[tQ,tf]

by p|| 4 max [trace A(t, tM1 (t, x)]1/2. .
Me [*o≫*J

Definition 4.2. $(t, x) denotes the transition matrix of the homogeneous

part of (4.19).

Definition 4.3. Scalar quantities a., and a_ denote ||$|| and max[ ＼＼D||,*

＼＼D3I|]≫respectively.

Definition 4.4. We define the closed region ft and U as

fi= {w| ||w - W*|| 4 26},

(4.26)
t/= {u＼ ＼＼u- u*＼＼<,26} ,

where W* and u* are the optimal solutions to the problem and 6 is a

positive constant.

On the function 'h(t,w), we make the following assumption.
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Assumption 4.1. For arbitrary W. and wy belonging to ft,there exists

a scalar constant i. such that

＼＼Ht,wx) - Kt,v)＼＼< b ＼＼w-w ＼＼.

Therefore, for arbitrary u and ≪,, the following relation holds.

＼＼Mt,w£- M*,w2)||<1 fc1[||w1-w2ll + 1|m1-m2||] .

Let us now consider the convergence of the algorithm.

The solution to (4.19) and (4.20) can be written as

t

(4.27)

(4.28)

a(t) = *(*, *0)30(few,
*u)

+
(≪<*,

x) [D2kw + D*u + Hxt
kw)]dt .

( 4.29 )

*0

Taking (4.19) to (4.22), Definitions 4.1 to 4.4, and Assumption 4.1 into

account, we see that there exists a constant b such that

||ao(wlf mx) - ≪0(w2,≪2)||< b2(t -tjil^-wj + ||u1-u2||], (4.30)

Therefore, since

w.efi, u. zU (£ = 1, 2 ).

k+1 k ... ,
Nr

,k+l k+1 . .k k .,
Z - Z = $(*, *q)[2q( W, M) - 3Q( W, M)] +

we obtain

f
≪(*, T) [02(fe+1W -

kW)
+D3(k+1U -

K)
+h(T,

k+1W)
- H{X,

K)
]dT ,

*0
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II ≪ - all
i, ,,I, ,fe+l k+1 . ,k k . ii ,

4 ||*|M|ao( w, m) - aQ( w, m)|| +

M^rt0)[＼＼D2Mk+1w-^＼ + ＼＼D3＼＼-＼＼k+1u-ku＼＼+

＼＼Mt,k+1w)-Ht,kw)＼＼]

<.a1(t/-t0)(a2 + fc1+ Z≫2)E||fe+1w-feil7||+ II^^-m-^mII]

= aa1(t/-t0)(a2 + &1 + &2)[||＼|| + ||fcr2||]

<.2a＼ikr, (4.32)

where y ^a±{tf- tQ)(a2 +b1 + b2),
^imax UI^H, ||^2I|]-

By the defini-

tion,

and

then,

k k
z

k
z

kw

a + (1 - a) r

k k ,
n

k+1,

2≫ = U + T)^ W

fc-1 fc-1
u - a T 2

+ D, ( W + a 2≫)

= k-＼ + Dkw_ - ak-XT

= (l-oO ks

2 + aD*＼

+ uDl＼ .

11*^11<2y/-1F+ ll-aHI^JI

<.[|l-a| + 2ya]k~1r
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and

therefore, we obtain

Let

ill-≪lllfc"S II +°II^IIHfc'ill

4 |l-a|?C~1r + aa2[|l-a| + 2ya]?C~1r

= {|l-a| + aa [|l-a| + 2po]}fc"1r, (4.36)

kr = m*x[＼＼＼＼＼,＼＼kr2＼＼]

= max{|l-a| + 2ya, |l-a| + aa2[|l-a| + Zya]}^"1?. (4.37 )

<Kci) = max{|l- a| + 2ya, 11 - a| + aa2[|l-a| + 2ya]} , (4.38)

then, from the above discussion, we see that a sufficient condition for the

mapping (4.19) to (4.22) to be a contraction mapping is that

(51): There exists an a ( 0 < a< 1 ) such that 0<<{>(a)<l

and
V

(52): If w e B and u e U, then w e JJ and
*

uzU

are to hold at the same time.

Now we consider the conditions (51) and (52). For (51), we have the

following lemma.

Lemma 4.1.

Assume that u <
1_

2
and a < ― . Then (51) holds.

Proof.

Assume that <t>(a)<l holds for a = a* ( 0 < a* < 1 ) . Then
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Therefore,

1 - a* + 2ya* < 1 ,

1 - a* + a a*(l - a* + 2ya*) < 1

(l-2y)a* > 0 ,

a*{a2 - 1 - a2(l-2y)a*} < 0

Since 0 < a* < 1, (4.41) and (4.42) imply

From (4.44), we obtain

a2(1-210 < a* < X

a2
< _1_

2y

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

Thus, the condition (51) holds if p and a satisfy (4.43) and (4.45).

Q.E.D

Next, we consider the condition (52). In the following, we make

additional assumptions:

Assumption 4.2. V<J^ an& ai<~f~'

Assumption 4.3. ||1w-w*||<=6 and ||xu - u*|| 46.

Assumption 4.4. 0<<j)(a)<l.

Assumption 4.5. v4max[||1r ||, ||xr2|| ] 4 [1- <K°0]6/a

Then, the following lemma holds.
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Lemma 4.2.

On the Assumptions 4.1 to 4.5, following relations hold.

we fi, ueU,

＼＼k+1z -kz＼＼ <, 2avp[K<x)]fc~1, (k = l, 2, ... )

kr
< v[t(a)]M

Proof.

We prove the lemma inductively.

First, by the assumptions,

'weB, lueU, lv = max[||lr±＼＼, H^Hl-v

and from (4.32),

||2s - 1s|| <,2OV11?4 2avp ,

thus, (4.46) to (4.48) hold for fe=l.

Second, we assume (4.46) to (4.48) hold up to k =i. Then,

＼＼i+1w- v*＼＼< ＼＼i+1w- ＼>||+ fw - ^wU + ... + ||la - w*||

±*l Il＼ll+ ≪ii^r, + ≪i2≪.

＼＼i+1u- u*＼＼< f+1u - ＼＼＼+ f≪ - ^"If + ･" + II1" - HI

and from (4.32) and (4.37),

-Ill -

(A.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49 )

(4.50)

V

(4.51)

(4.52)



*+1r 4 <a)ir 4 <t>(cOv[<j>(a)f'1 = v[*(o)]*,

||i+2Z - i+13|| < 2api+1? < 2avy[Ka)]^ .

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.51) to (4.54) show that relations (4.46) to (4.48) hold for k=i+l.

Thus, the lemma is proved.

Q.E.D.

We are now ready to establish the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1.

k kOn the Assumptions 4.1 to 4.5, the sequences { s} and { w} converge

to the limit function W* uniformly, and the sequence { u) to u*

as k -*■cd.

Proof.

From (4.48) of Lemma 4.2 and Assumption 4.4,

lim||ka -
kw＼＼

= alimll^H = 0,
fe->oo k ->cd

(4.55)

'V-

therefore, the sequence {^z} agrees to {%?} in the limit. Further, since

and

iik-hn k ii ＼＼k+m k+m-1 u . nfe+m-l k+m-2 u

nfe+1 /C
||II w - w||

fe-to-i , r,, . -,k-l
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uk+m k it
I 3 ~ ≫4

＼＼k-＼m k+m-1 ,, , ,ik+m-l kAm-2 ,,
II 2 - sI] + || z - z＼＼+ -" +

uk+l k I.
II s - s||

fc-hn-2 . m^-1
(4.57)

k k k k
the sequences {3} and { w} are Cauchy sequences. As z and w are

continuous in t and the space of the function z and w with the defini-

k k
tion of the norm is complete. Thus, the sequences { 2} and { w} have

W* as a limit. From (4.22). then, { u} has a limit u*

Q.E.D.

From the above theorem, it is seen that if the nonlinearity is weak

and the control duration (t--t ) is sufficiently short, the algorithm

converges with the initial estimates y, q, and u as recommended in

Remark -4.2.

Remark 4.3.

When the control is constrained, the convergence is not ensured by

the theorem. However, then, better convergence characteristics might be

expected, since the norm of the control function is bounded smaller.

4.3. Illustrative Examples

In this section, some numerical problems'are presented to show the-

effectiveness of the present algorithm. For the numerical integration,

a fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill scheme is employed with the step size of

the integration routine At = 0.025 (Example 4.1), rr/100(Example 4.2),

0.005 (Example 4.3), and 0.001 (Example 4.4). Example 4.4 is solved in

double precision arithmetic. The initial estimates of y, q>＼and u are
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determined according to Remark 4.2.

Example 4.1 (Control-Constrained and Unspecified

Terminal-Condition Problem).

We consider again Example 3.1 where the additional control constraint

＼u.(.t)＼<^M.is imposed (£ = 1,2,3). Corresponding to (4.16) and (4.17),

following equations are obtained for Subsystem 1:

*x - *2 .

*2 = "B(P2"C?2) + e^4(1+^6) " y^Zy3q2 ~Zyiqb + V ] + "l '

px = -kC^-i/^ - yx + e2[-y3q2g4 + y±(q +̂ qQ ] ,

^2 = -K^2"J/2) ~Pl " ^2 + e[^4(1+J/6) " V^1'

(4.58)

where $(p - q ) in the right hand side of the second equation corresponds

to E(pj-q~) of (4.16). Similar equations are obtained for Subsystems 2

and 3 but are omitted here.

By way of example, let x..(O)=ar (0) =*5(0) =1 and a:2(0) =^(0) = ^(0)

=0 and the terminal condition x(5) be not specified as same as Example

3.1. The bound M. is set equal to 0.8 (i =l, 2, 3). The weights Q and

k and the step size a of (3.15) and ri of (4.13) are set equal to unity.

Variations of G defined by (4.18) with the computing time T is shown

in Figure 4.1 for e = 0.1. It takes 6 itrations for the proposed algorithm

to attain convergence with the convergence criterion 5x10 ~. In order to

check the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the problem is solved

also by the steepest-descent method with the initial estimate of u being

zero. The step size n is set to 0.01. For calculating G of the

steepest-descent method, the first term in the right hand side of (4.18)



is omitted. The proposed algorithm converges much faster than the

steepest-descent method. In the figure, the variation of G by our method

is also depicted where e = 1, 3 = 5, and k = 1. For this case, the steepest-

descent method fails to converge. Figure 4.2 shows time histories of the

optimal control u_ in case of M. being 0.8 and oo (i =l, 2, 3) for

e = 0.1.

Example 4.2 (Control-Constrained and Specified

Terminal-Condition Problem).

Next, we consider the problem of Example 3.2 with additional control

constraint ＼u.(t)＼<Jtd.(i =l, 2, 3). In this case the derived TPBVP for

Subsystem 1 can be written as

*1 X2*

&1=x1- 3(p2-q_2) - 2cy^ ~ey±/(yl+ y＼+ y＼)Vl + u±,

P1" -P2 + zlq2(-2yl + y23+ yp - a^Q^ + y5qs)V

(vl + vl + vp^ + K^-Vi),

(4.59)

"v

where k(x ~2/i) an^ <(.X7~U9) in .the right hand side of the third and

the fourth eqution, respectively, are artificially added terms to accel-

erate the convergence rate. Similar problems for Subsystems 2 and 3 are

omitted here.

By way of example, let x (0)' = x (0) = x (0) =x (0) =x (0) =0, x (0) =

1, xo(tt)= -0.75, x.(tt)=1.5, ar.(tt)=xc(tt) = 0, a:,(ir)= tt/5, and x. (tt) be

free. The bound A/, on the control is set equal to 0.5 (i = l, 2, 3).
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The weight 3 and the step size a of (3.15) and n of (4.13) are set equal

to unity.

In order to check the effectivenss of the present algorithm, the

problem is solved also by the steepest-descent method with the initial

estimate of u being zero. Since the steepest-descent method as it is

can not be applied to specified terminal-condition problems, the problem

is reduced to a free terminal-condition problem by adding a terminal cost

in the oerformance index (3.36}:

J = J + ?{[ar2(n)+0.75]2 + [^(tt) - 1.5]2 + ^(tt)2 + ^(tt)2 +

[x (tt)-tt/5]2} , (4.60)

where t,is a positive scalar parameter. Then, the algorithm of Section

4.2.2 is applied.

Figure 4.3 shows variations of G defined by (4.18) with the computing

time T for e =l with k = 0 and k = 1. For calculating G of the steepest-

descent method, the first term in the right hand side of (4.18) is omitted.
･v

It takes 61 (k = 0) and 55 (k = 1) iterations for the present algorithm to

attain convergence with the criterion a being 5x10 , while 722 iterations

are needed for the steepest-descent method with T)= 0.01. For larger values

of n≫ the steepest-descent method diverged.

For the steepest-descent method, £ is set equal to unity and the

resultant terminal values of xn, x., x., x_, and x. are -0.774, 1.435,
I 5 4 j o

0.026, 0.037, and 0.51, respectively, which are far from the desired

solutions. The greater X,is, the more iterations it takes to converge.

Time histories of the optimal control u are shown in Figure 4.4
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in case of M. (i =l, 2, 3 ) equal to 0.5 and oo.

Example 4.3 (State- and Control-Constrained Problem) [31].

Now we consider a problem with constraints in both the state and the

control is examined. The system dynamics is given by

*1 = X2
'

x (0) = 0 ,

*2 =
~X2 + U

' X2^ = "1 '

and the performance index is taken to be

1

J =
J
(a;2 + x| + 0.005u2)dt .

0

In addition to the control constraint |u(t) ＼<^M,the following state

constraint is imposed:

S(t, x
2)

= x2(t) - 8(t-0.5)2 + 0.5 4 0 .

(4.61)

(4.62)

(4.63)

The problem without control constraint is a well known test problem to the

"v
algorithms for solving state-constrained problems [31].

By using a well known penalty function method [14, 41], the problem

is reduced to an ordinary control-constrained problem. To begin with,

define a penalty function L by:

HS) =

I

where P is a penalty parameter

0, (S<_0)

P 'S2 , ( 5 > 0 )
&

(4.64)

. Then, the follwoing TPBVP is obtained:
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*1

X2

= X
2'

X2 " S(P2~<?2)/0'01 + U '

Px = ~2kx±+ 2(ic-l)ylf

37"
p2 = -2KX2-p1+p2 + 2(K-l)y2- f-

X2~H

≫

x (0)=0,

*2(o)=-i,

p1d) = o,

P2(D = o.

(4.65)

When the penalty parameter P tends to infinity, the solution to (4.65)

satisfying the interaction balance (3.14) and the optimality condition

(4.12) tends to that of the given constrained problem [37,411.

As an example, let M be 5.0, P
&

= 125, 3 = 0.01, k = 15, <x= n = 0.4 in

our method, and n=0.001 in the steepest-descent method. Figure 4.5

shows variations of G with the computing time T. When the step size

of the steepest-descent method is taken to be 0.005, it does not converge.

The optimal trajectory a;_ in this case is shown in Figure 4.6, which

satisfies the state constraint with sufficient accuracy. Figure 4.7 shows

time histories of the optimal control u in case of M equal to 5.0 and oo.

Example 4.4 (Minimum-Fuel Problem) [54].

Finally, let us examine a problem with another type of performance

index. The objective is to minimize the following functional:

subject to

J =

0

x = Ax + Bu ,

a:(O) = iro, x(t J = 0 ,
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"･(*)| < 1 (£ = 1,2),

where x(t) is a four-dimensional state vector and u(t) is a two-

dimensional control vector. The matrices A and B are given by

"o i

0 0
A ―

0 0

0 -c

o o~| To o

O e 10

0 1' 0 0 "

0 0 0 1

This problem is derived by linearizing the problem of a minimum-fuel

control in a reaction gas jet system [54].

Subject to (4.16) and (4.17), we obtain the following TPBVP:

x - x2 ,

*2

*3

X

c*4 ~ 3(P2~<?2) + *1'

= av

4 = -°X2 ~3(Pa"V +U2>

Px = 0,

P2 = -P± + ep4 ,

P3 = 0,

P4 = -CP2 -P3-

(4.69)

(4.70)

<4.7i'r

Here, the matrix E in (4.16) is taken to be 3BB1. Due to the minimum

principle, the necessary condition for optimality on the control variable

is given by
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≪<*) =

and therefore (4.

{
sign[p.(t)] ,

0,

13)

k+1 ^N
j

is modified as

sign[*%･(*)] ,
Is

0,

Pi
(*)

p*<*> <

1

1

(£ = 1,2),

i*V*>iii

(4.72)

(£ = 1,2), (4.73)

where q. is an interaction variable corresponding to p. (･£=!, 2).

As an example, let it = [0.1, 0.0, 0.15, 0.0], tf=l, e = 0.1. The

weight 3 and the step size a are taken to be unity. After 8 iterations

with 7.856[sec] computing time, the optimal switcing sheme is obtained

as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. The switching scheme of the optimal control.

0 < t < t.
― 1

t1<zt<t2 *2<t<*3 t ,<t<*4 *4^*^1

u -1 0 0 0 1

u -1 -1 0 1 1

(*1 = 0.106, t = 0.190, t = 0.822, t = 0.880)

The value J of the performance index is 0.594. The switching times of

the exact solution are given by t =0.105, t= 0.189, t =0.821, and t, =

0.880 with J=0.592. In calculating analytical values, the terms of

order higher than the first in a are neglected [54]. Figure 4.8 shows

optimal trajectory on the x -#, plane.
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4.4. Concluding Remarks

An algorithm combining the steepest-descent method with the

interaction-coordination algorithm is proposed to solve the constrained

optimal control problems in nonlinear systems. By introducing the

interaction variables, the problem is reduced to a sequence of linear

TPBVP's preserving explicitly the terms of the control variable in the

system equations. Then, the interaction variables and the control

variable are adjusted so as to attain the optimality, using their solutions.

Since the proposed algorithm adjusts the control variable directly,

it is not difficult to treat a control-constrained problem. Moreover,

unlike other direct methods, it can easily deal with terminal constraints,

since at each iteration stage, the problem is reduced to a linear TPBVP.

Thus, the algorithm is successfully applicable to the control-constrained

problems with specified terminal condition as well as to those with

unspecified terminal condition.

A sufficient condition for the convergence of the algorithm is derived
'V

for unconstrained problems. The convergence proof for constrained problems

remains unsolved.

Illustrative examples show that the present algorithm converges much

faster than the steepest-descent method, and that it can also deal with

problems with constraints both in state and control by addition of a

penalty function and with on-off type problems.
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General Conclusion

In this text, we have considered the numerical solution of optmi-

zation problems in nonlinear systems. The developed algorithms cover many

problems formulated in state-space form: with relatively strong non-

linearities and/or long control duration, with discontinuous parameters in

system equations, and with control constraint.

In Chapter 2, the time-decomposition algorithm with multi-subintervals

is developed for the solution of stiff linear TPBVP's. It is shown that

the necessary and sufficient condition for the algorithm to be applicable

v
is that the TPBVP has a unique solution in each subinterval and then in

the overall interval. The algorithm is successfully applied to two

illustrative examples. Based upon the hypothesis that the missolution of

the problem by the superposition principle is due to the numerical error

m
in taking the inverse of a transition matrix, we have made an error

analysis through the example and shown that the time-decomposition

algorithm reduces the error norm, i.e., the distance between the exact

solution and the numerical solution, in the latter half of the integration

interval, when the overall interval is divided into two subintervals.
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In Chapter 3, nonlinear optimal control problems without control

constraint are solved by the time-decomposition algorithm in conjunction

with the linearization methods, i.e., the quasilinearization method and

the interaction-coordination algorithm. In the former half of the chapter,

problems with continuous parameters are considered. The problem is reduced

to a nonlinear TPBVP by the minimum principle and further to a sequence of

linear TPBVP's by the linearization method. It is shown that the time-

decomposition algorithm can be applied to the problem so long as the linear

part of the system equation is controllable. The effectiveness of the

combined algorithm is illustrated through examining typical examples.

The latter half of the chapter deals with problems with discontinuous

parameters. Some of the state variables are also specified, at the corner

times at which the discontinuities occur. By dividing the overall interval

at these corner times, the time-decomposition algorithm is applied. The

optimal selection of the corner times is attained by the steepest-descent

method, using thus obtained solution. Since the idea of penalty function

is not employed, the solution satisfies the boundary conditions exactly

and convergence is rapid.

The last chapter develops an algorithm for the solution of optimi-

zation .problems with control constraint of saturation type. Adding the

costate variable to and subtracting the corresponding interaction variable

from the state equation, the problem is reduced to the solution of a

sequence of linear TPBVP's. The interaction variables and the control

variable are corrected so as to attain the optimality condition. Control

constraint is easily made to be satisfied since the control variable is
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directly adjusted, and the specified boundary conditions are exactly

satisfied. The algorithm is applied to several examples including a

problem with additional state constraint and an on-off type problem, and

satisfactory results are obtained.

As seen in the text, the optimal control is calculated based upon the

perfect information of the system considered. However, it is generally

impossible to identify practical systems perfectly, except for some systems

in the aerospace engineering. Moreover, the optimal control is a critical

control in the sense that a little identifying error of the parameters of

the system may cause a serious effect to the action of the system.

This is a reason why recently many researchers have shifted their

practical interest from the optmization problem as discussed in the text to

the stabilization and the pole-assignment problems using state-feed back

control.

Thus, to implement the optimal control theory, further reseaches

must be made in the field of system identification theory and so called

robust control theory.
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